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Abstract

Over the last years, various innovations have been introduced into multiple manufacturing processes to
modernize factories. One of the innovations is Digital Twinning. A Digital Twin is a digital replica of a
physical system and was introduced by Grieves already in 2005 [1]. In the Control Systems Technology
(CST) research group of the Eindhoven University of Technology (TU/e), the innovation of Digital
Twinning was still an untouched subject at the beginning of this graduation project. Simultaneously to
this graduation project, two bachelor end projects based on Digital Twinning are started and finished
in the research group CST.

This graduation project shows the relevance of using Digital Twins in general and for courses where
manufacturing processes are controlled by supervisory controllers, which is the case in course 4TC00
Model-Based Systems Engineering. With a Digital Twin, it is possible to do experimental tests on a
digital platform without the physical real-time system or to investigate different configurations before
these are built in real life. In this way, the use of Digital Twins ensures that investments move to a
later moment in time, speeds up the development process, eliminates physical damage, and enables
early error detection in general. In the course 4TC00, students learn how to design, test, and validate
supervisory controllers for a workstation of a small-scale Festo production line. In this master thesis,
a Digital Twin has been developed for the Festo Sorting workstation, which is one of the small-scale
production line workstations used in the course 4TC00. The use of Digital Twins in the course 4TC00
gives the students the possibility to do hardware-in-the-loop simulations instead of testing with the
real-time Festo production line.

The Digital Twin is developed in the gaming engine Unity with the Prespective plugin. This plugin
adds kinematic, standard, and logic components for automation and manufacturing purposes, such as
motors and sensors, to Unity. The functionality and behaviour of the Festo Sorting workstation com-
ponents are implemented in the Digital Twin by standard Prespective components or by self-made C#
scripts. Furthermore, the connection and integration of the Digital Twin with the Beckhoff TwinCAT
ADS soft PLC are described. The functionality of the Digital Twin is validated with existing supervisory
controllers made by student groups in the course 4TC00. From the results of the validation tests, it is
concluded that the Digital Twin exhibits almost the same functionality and behaviour as the real-time
Festo Sorting workstation.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

To achieve the required behaviour, numerous systems all over the world are controlled by supervisory
controllers. In the industry, the system is often controlled by using Programmable Logic Controllers
(PLCs), on which the supervisory controller is implemented. A supervisory controller coordinates the
behaviour of the system using discrete-event observations of its state. Based on such observations, the
supervisory controller decides which events lead to acceptable behaviour of the uncontrolled system.
Over the last years, the fourth industry, also known as Industry 4.0, has been introduced into multiple
manufacturing processes to modernize factories. One of the innovations is Digital Twinning, introduced
by Grieves in 2005 [1]. In the Control Systems Technology (CST) research group of the Eindhoven
University of Technology (TU/e), the innovation of Digital Twinning is an untouched subject at the
beginning of this master thesis. Although it is an untouched subject, it could be relevant for courses
where manufacturing processes are controlled by supervisory controllers.

This chapter is structured as follows. Section 1.1 describes the research context of this master thesis
project in more detail. In Section 1.2, the problem description and project objectives are given. Finally,
Section 1.3 presents the structure of this master thesis.

1.1 Research context

One of the elective courses in the Mechanical Engineering Bachelor program is ‘Model-based Systems
Engineering - 4TC00’. In this course, students treat the entire development process of supervisory
controllers with modeling language Compositional Interchange Format (CIF, see [2]), including spec-
ification, simulation-based validation and visualization, real-time testing, and PLC code generation.
To pass the course, students make as a final assignment a supervisory controller for one of the real-
time workstations on the Festo production line, which is given in Figure 1.1.1. Because the students
have to make a supervisory controller for one of the Festo workstations, the workstations of the Festo
production line are used frequently for testing. At this moment, the students of the course have not
enough time to test their controller and there are two main reasons for this. In the first place, the
students will not schedule testing their controller on the real-time system in time and, as second,
when testing is scheduled, more groups of students may want to test their controller on the real-time
system. Therefore, the available time slot at the real-time system is limited each time. Besides that,
the students are not allowed to test their controller without the supervision of the staff. Therefore,
this is also time-consuming for the teachers in the course 4TC00.

TU/e 1
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Figure 1.1.1: Overview of the Festo production line. [3]

To ensure that each group has plenty of testing time, the teachers of the course 4TC00 search for
a solution to test the controller without the real-time physical system and a solution that is always
available for the students. This search led to one of the new topics in the industry that appears to be
very relevant for the course 4TC00, called Digital Twin. With a 3D Digital Twin, a real-time 3D digital
replica of a physical system is meant. 3D Digital Twins are used to giving a virtual 3D representation
of the system and to test the control and the way of working of a system without the real-time physical
system. By building a 3D Digital Twin for each workstation, the real-time physical Festo production
line is only needed for students to do a final test and therefore, the teacher has more time to help
students with solving errors instead of supervision at the real-time system.

Digital Twin in Model-based engineering process
In general, the development process of a system controller starts with a global definition of the desired
behaviour of the system and a global system design is defined, which is divided into several modules or
subsystems. For each subsystem or module, the desired behaviour with the corresponding requirements
is derived from the global system design. Based on these requirements, a specific design is made and
then built for each subsystem or module. Thereafter, the behaviour of each module or subsystem
is tested separately to ensure that the requirements are satisfied. Then, modules or subsystems are
integrated into each other and tested until the complete system is integrated and tested to ensure that
the desired behaviour is achieved with the controller. Figure 1.1.2 illustrates a schematic view of the
traditional engineering process for a system consisting of a component P and its controller C.

SR SD

CR CD C

PR PD P

Interface I

define

define

define design

design

design

realize

realize

integrate

integrate

= documents, = models, = realizations.

S = system, C = controller, P = plant, R = requirement, D = design, S = supervisory, hyb = hybrid.

Figure 1.1.2: Schematic view of traditional engineering process adapted from [4].
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In the last decades, the traditional engineering process is adapted in order to use executable software
models for testing modules or subsystems before they are built. Based on such models, it is possible to
analyse the designed subsystem or module behaviour and to investigate how the subsystems or modules
that are already built interact with the designed subsystems or modules, which improves the concept
of flexible manufacturing design of systems. Furthermore, models can be reused for similar systems
in order to support evolvability. In [4], N.C.W.M. Braspenning et al. introduced the integration of
executable models in engineering processes and described the Model-based engineering process. The
schematic view of this model-based integration and testing engineering process is illustrated in Figure
1.1.3. This development process is used by the students in the course 4TC00.

SR SD

CR CD C C

PR PD P P

Interface I

define

define

define design

design

design

model

model

realize

realize

integrate

integrate

integrate

integrate

Figure 1.1.3: Schematic view of Model-based engineering process adapted from [4].

The main difference between both engineering processes is the addition of models in the last one. There
are several advantages with this addition, which are described in [5] and [6]. One of the advantages
is the use of various model-based analysis techniques, which are illustrated in Figure 1.1.4, to find
errors or failures in an early stage of the development process before the components are realized.
Model simulation and verification are used to validate the plant design and the controller design before
the system is built. When the desired behaviour is obtained, the components can be realized. Early
integration for rapid prototyping offers a method to validate the behaviour of the realization of the
controller in contrast to the model of the controller with a model of the plant design. When all
components are realized, the final implementation can be tested to validate the functionality of the
system in comparison to its requirements.

SR SD

CR CD C C

PR PD P P

Interface I

define

define

define design

design

design

model

model

realize

realize

integrate

integrate

integrate

integrate

model simulation and verification

early integration for rapid prototyping

system validation and implementation testing

Figure 1.1.4: Model-based analysis techniques adapted from [6].
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For the model simulation in the course 4TC00, the model of the supervisory controller CS is coupled
to a hybrid model of the plant. A hybrid model [7] includes the continuous-time behaviour of the
plant and matches the simulation behaviour more closely to the observed behaviour in reality. An SVG
image is used as a 2D Digital Twin at the model simulation for adding interactive visualization, as
demonstrated in [2], where an SVG is an XML-based vector image as described in [8]. By generating
the controller model into PLC code and implement this PLC code with a TwinCAT PLC project on a
soft PLC, the real-time system testing in the course 4TC00 is currently done with the real-time physical
Festo production line in combination with the implemented PLC code on the soft PLC. By extending
the model-based engineering process of the course 4TC00 with a 3D Digital Twin model, the students
can integrate the implemented controller PLC code on the soft PLC with the 3D Digital Twin to do
Hardware-in-the-loop simulations. In this case, the students need only the real-time Festo workstation
for a final test and not for testing their PLC controller code during the development process. In Figure
1.1.5, a schematic view of the model-based engineering process in the course 4TC00 is given with the
extension of using a 3D Digital Twin for hardware-in-the-loop simulation.

SR SD

CR CR CS C

PR PD Phyb PHIL P

define

define

define design

design

design

model

model

generate and implement

extend realize

Model simulation with 2D Digital Twin

Hardware-in-the-loop simulation with 3D Digital Twin

Validation and implementation testing with real-time FESTO system

Figure 1.1.5: Schematic view of Model-based engineering process adapted for course 4TC00 and the
use of the Digital Twin.

Digital Twin software
One of the platforms that can be used for developing a 3D Digital Twin is Unity. Unity [9] is developed
by Unity Technologies to build high-quality games. Although the software is made for creating games,
it can also be used as an advanced visualization tool where 3D objects can be animated. The real
behaviour of objects can be easily implemented because of the widely supported range of physics, such
as gravity, collision detection, and friction but also with the possibility of adding Javascripts or C#
scripts. Other than the wide range of supporting possibilities, it is beneficial that the software is free
for small companies or individual users and relatively cheap ($150 a month) for bigger companies. A
real-time engine was chosen due to CAD software being unable to be used for real-time simulation and
the core aspect is real-time rendering. Also, Unity allows the software to be developed for a Digital
Twin that is needed in this master thesis project. Different research documentation ([10], [11], and
[12]) demonstrates that the software of Unity is applicable in combination with external devices or
programs and therefore, Unity is used to build the 3D Digital Twin during this master thesis.

In order to build the 3D Digital Twin, the software from Prespective must also be used. The software
of Prespective is needed because Unity does not have default options for implementing kinematics or
any other industrial logic into the model. Prespective is part of Eindhoven company Unit040, which
is an experienced developer of Digital Twin simulation software, founded in 2006 by five students of
the Technical University Eindhoven. Many years later, Unit040 is well known for its Digital Twin and
simulation software on a global scale and has become a visualization partner for multiple high-tech
multinationals, such as Canon, Philips, ASML, and Toyota Vanderlande. Prespective is one of the
pioneers in the field of Digital Twins and its software offers a complete solution for customers on
Digital Twin development. The Digital Twin software from Prespective bring the CAD file to life and
merges the virtual and physical worlds. The software of Prespective adds a list of features to include
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using, for example, sensors, motors, and indicator lights at Unity to make the creation of complex and
realistic simulations possible. The software of Prespective was still in development and only available
in a β-version during the master thesis. Therefore, version 2020.1.32.2 of the software of Prespective
is used during the master thesis. Currently, the first fully deployed software version of Prespective,
which is version 2020.1.58.3, is released by Prespective and online available.

1.2 Problem description and Project objectives

1.2.1 Problem description

As mentioned in the introduction, the teacher of the course 4TC00 wants a 3D Digital Twin environ-
ment to validate the generated supervisory controller made by students in the course. Therefore, the
main research question of the thesis will be: ‘How can a 3D Digital Twin successfully be used to test
the supervisory controllers made by students in the course 4TC00? ’. With this Digital Twin solution,
the expectation is that the waiting time for the students will be reduced and that the teacher has more
available time. Also, this 3D Digital Twin solution gives the possibility in the course to extend the
model-based engineering process analysis techniques with a 2D and a 3D simulation instead of only
with a 2D simulation as is illustrated in Figure 1.1.5. Because Prespective has a good track record,
their software is used during the graduation project. So, the focus of this master thesis is to build a
3D Digital Twin with the software of Prespective in Unity for one of the Festo workstations used in
the course 4TC00 and to validate the generated TwinCAT PLC controller with this 3D Digital Twin.

1.2.2 Project objectives

The objective of this master thesis project is to develop and validate a 3D Digital Twin for the Sorting
workstation of the Festo production line. Controllers from students who passed the course 4TC00
with the Festo Sorting workstation are used to validate and test the behaviour of the 3D Digital Twin
in comparison with the real-time workstation. To answer the main research question, the following
research questions will be answered during the development of the Digital Twin in this thesis.

• Which phenomena are taken into account and which phenomena are abstracted when building a
3D Digital Twin simulation and why?

• What is the optimal balance between on one hand minimal effort on developing a 3D Digital
Twin and on the other hand maximum equivalent behaviour?

• Can a 3D Digital Twin be used to get a better insight into the operation of the physical system
that it represents?

• Which steps are taken to build actual a 3D Digital Twin in general and are there specific steps
for the Festo Sorting workstation?

• How can the 3D Digital Twin of the Festo Sorting workstation be used in the course 4TC00 and
which steps are necessary to take to couple the 3D Digital Twin with the generated TwinCAT
PLC controller code from CIF?
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1.3 Thesis outline

In this report, the outcome of the master thesis is noted. This report is structured as follows. Chapter 2
contains the literature review for this master thesis include the definition of a Digital Twin. In Chapter
3, the required background information for this master thesis is given in the form of a system overview
to understand the necessary aspects, like the way of working in the course 4TC00 as well as the Festo
Sorting workstation. After this background information, the development of the Digital Twin for the
Festo Sorting workstation is formulated in Chapter 4. Furthermore in this chapter, the implementation
of the Digital Twin in combination with a TwinCAT PLC project is described. Chapter 5 describes the
validation of the Digital Twin for the Festo Sorting workstation. In Chapter 6, the applicability of the
Digital Twin for the course 4TC00 is described. Finally, Chapter 7 concludes the master thesis and
describes recommendations for further research.
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Chapter 2

Literature review of Digital Twins

In this chapter, the literature review of this master thesis is presented. As mentioned before, Digital
twin is a relatively new topic and likewise, it is not general knowledge for most of the (technical) people.
Therefore, the goal of this chapter is to describe what the history and definition of Digital Twins are
(Section 2.1), what the advantages of using those are (Section 2.2), and in which applications they
can be or already applied (Section 2.3). In addition to the theoretical literature, there are research
papers found in the literature which use Digital Twins or related papers to this master thesis project.
The most useful of these papers are described at the end of this chapter in Section 2.4.

2.1 History and Definition of Digital Twins

The concept of ”twin” was generated from NASA’s Apollo program, which built two real identical space
vehicles. One of the two goes into the air space, while the other one stays on earth. With the space
vehicle on earth, called the twin, engineers are allowed to mirror the conditions of the space vehicle
and used the twin for training. Besides that, the engineers could, based on the obtained data from
the space vehicle, simulate alternatives on the twin and so assist the astronauts in critical situations.
Based on the experience and technical improvements, the vehicle on earth was replaced by a digital
model and Digital Twin was introduced in 2012 by NASA and U.S. Air Force in the aerospace industry
[13]. However, the first proposed concept of Digital Twin dates back to 2003 [14]. Dr. Michael
Grieves, from the University of Michigan, gave a presentation for the formation of a Product Lifecycle
Management (PLM) center. The presentation slide, given in Figure 4.3.6b, of that presentation was
called ‘Conceptual ideal for PLM’ but had all the elements of the Digital Twin: a physical space, a
virtual space, and a connection that ties the two parts together. The physical part sends data to the
virtual part. The virtual part analyses this obtained data and send information back. The physical part
reacts to the received information.

Figure 2.1.1: Conceptual ideal for PLM. [15]
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Although Grieves proposed the concept of Digital Twin already in 2002, there was not a clear definition
of a Digital Twin. This changed in 2010 when NASA defines a detailed definition for a Digital Twin
in [16]. According to NASA, the definition of a Digital Twin is ”A Digital Twin is an integrated
multiphysics, multiscale simulation of a vehicle or system that uses the best available physical models,
sensor updates, fleet history, etc., to mirror the life of its corresponding flying twin”. Although a detailed
definition was given by NASA, different universities and institutes formulated their own definition based
on the definition from NASA [17]. In Table 2.1.1, an example of a formulated definition in the research
fields Prognostics and Health Management (PHM), Production, PLM, and Design are given.

Table 2.1.1: Digital Twin descriptions in different fields. [17] (Chapter 1, page 8-10)

Research field University/institute Digital Twin definition
PHM U.S. Air Force Research

Laboratory
”An ultrarealistic model of an as-built and maintained air-
craft that is explicitly tied to the materials and manufac-
turing specifications, controls, and processes used to build
and maintain a specific airframe”

Production Beijing Institute of
Technology

”A dynamic model in the virtual world that is fully consis-
tent with its corresponding physical entity in the real world
and can simulate its physical counterpart’s characteristics,
behaviour, life, and performance in a timely fashion”

PLM Polytechnic University
of Madrid and AIRBUS
Group

”A product equivalent digital counterpart that exists along
the product lifecycle from conception and design to usage
and servicing, knows the product past, current and possible
future states, and facilitates the development of product
related intelligent services”

Design Guangdong University
of Technology

”Realistic product and production proces models linking
enormous amounts of data to fast simulation and allow-
ing the early and efficient assessment of the consequences,
performance, quality of the design decisions on products
and production line”

Nowadays, digital versions or simulations of a system or a component are called a Digital Twin but this
is not always the good term. The use of the term Digital Twin instead of Digital Model is dependent
on the level of data integration between the physical and digital parts [18]. Digital Model should be
used instead of Digital Twin for a digital representation that does not use any data exchange between
the physical object and the digital object, for example. Besides that, a Digital Twin can be divided into
multiple levels, where each level has a specific purpose and scope as described in [19]. Furthermore, it
is possible in a smart production system that Digital Twins are used in different amounts of size, for
example, an entire factory or just one production line of the factory. In this case, a Digital Twin can be
divided into three levels: unit level, system level, and system of system (SoS) level by Q. Qi et al. in [20].

Although there are different definitions of a Digital Twin, each Digital Twin consists of four parts
according to F. Tao et al. in [17]. These four parts have the most important roles in the Digital Twin
and these can be seen as the core of the Digital Twin. The four parts are described below.

1. Model: The most important part of the Digital Twin is that each physical object should be
visualized as a digital 3D model in the virtual model. Because these 3D models provide more
deep insights through simulation, it is very critical that the digital 3D model should be the same
as the real physical object. In total, the models mainly have four functions in the virtual model.
First, the digital 3D model reproduces the real properties, behaviours, and rules of the physical
object with high fidelity. Second, the model should be able to operate autonomously in the
virtual model and to generate ideal behaviours for guiding operations of the physical object. The
next function of the model is the ability to predict problems before they occur and to develop
strategies to prevent problems. At last, the model validates the performances before they are
finished.
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2. Data: Data is essential for the Digital Twin in order to operate continuously. Data analysis is
needed to obtain valuable information from the obtained data. Data is generated from different
directions, such as simulated data from the simulation or operation data from the information
systems. With real-time data, more valuable information is generated for the Digital Twin. Based
on real-time data, the current state of a product of the system can be illustrated. When the
position of an actuator changes in the physical object, for example, the position of the digital
object changes also based on the obtained position data.

3. Connections: Connections are crucial for sending and receiving data between the physical part
and virtual part of the Digital Twin. Three sorts of connection types are classified: connections
within the physical space, connections within the virtual model, and connections across physical
and virtual space. With these connections, the physical and virtual spaces work synchronous and
consistent to achieve iterative optimizations.

4. Services: The Digital Twin should always be easy and convenient in use by the operator. The
services are the final presentations of the Digital Twin expressed with standard formats for inputs,
outputs, and basic information with user-friendly interfaces. The user should operate the Digital
Twin without having any knowledge about how the digital model is made and therefore, the user
needs only to activate input parameters and obtain the results from the Digital Twin. With this
in mind, it simplifies the usage process and this is beneficial for expanding the application of the
Digital Twin.

2.2 Advantages of Digital Twins

There are several advantages of using Digital Twins described in the literature. General Electric defines
three main advantages of using Digital Twins in [21]. The first one is the possibility to understand
the past. With the available logging data into the Digital Twin, it is possible to correlate variables
or running algorithms for machine learning. Obtain present conditions are the second main advantage
according to General Electric. Based on real-time data, it is possible to analyse the current state of
the physical model and react in case of failure, for example. The last main advantage is to predict the
future. Based on logging and real-time data, the Digital Twin gives insight into potential future states
of the physical model. An example of a prediction is when maintenance must occur or whether the
physical model is heading towards failure.

In addition, F. Tao et al. describes multiple advantages of Digital Twin in [17]. The use of Digital
Twins increases visibility because in the Digital Twin high-fidelity 3D models are used and these will
be updated in real-time to keep consistency with the physical object. Therefore, the users monitor
products or systems in a more clear way, which increases the visibility for the users. Similarly, user
engagement is increased by using Digital Twins because users can interact with the virtual model
of a product or system and easily obtain information. On the other hand, user engagement increased
because the virtual model of the Digital Twin helps users in designing details before the physical product
is produced. Keeping optimal operation is also an advantage of Digital Twins because there is the
possibility to make in-time adjustments to ensure the optimal operation is reached. In addition to that,
a Digital Twin gives the possibility to plan maintenance optimal in time to reduce maintenance costs
and to reduce energy consumption by monitoring the conditions of the physical objects. With Digital
Twins, it is also possible to register all the data digital and to fuse different information technologies,
like for example, big data, Internet of Things, and machine learning. The last advantage, described by
F. Tao et al., is the reduction of time to market. The Digital Twin could give a lot of information, such
as insight into how the behaviour is before the real system or product is built and therefore, failures or
errors are detected in an earlier state and can be solved during the designing phase.
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2.3 Applications of Digital Twins

Because of the advantages and the fact that more information is available about Digital Twins, it
can be widely used in different fields. One of the fields where Digital Twins are used is in product
lifecycle ([17], [22], [23], and [24]). The whole product lifecycle consists of three stages: design state,
production state, and the service stage. Each stage has its advantages for using a Digital Twin. In
the design phase, the Digital Twin can validate and improve the design of a product or system and
based on high-fidelity simulations, the Digital Twin can eliminate potential failures. Some examples of
using Digital Twins in the design state can be found at [25] and [26]. In [25], a Digital Twin is used
to handle design challenges for water pumps and based on a Digital Twin, the design architecture for
cyber-physical production systems is optimized in [26]. In the production state, Digital Twins can be
used to improve the performance of a product or system, like is done in [27], where the throughput of
an assembly line is improved. Digital Twins can provide more insights into diagnostics and prognosis
at the service stage. On the other hand, the Digital Twin observes all the information in a structured
way in order to detect and analyse health conditions. Therefore, the PHM is improved at efficiency
and accuracy by using Digital Twins as is done in [28] for example, where the structural life prediction
of an aircraft is improved using a Digital Twin. Based on the research done by F. Tao et al. [17], it
can be obtained that in the stages production and service the most Digital Twins are used in the field
of PLM. Thereby, it can be obtained that countries as United States, China, and Europe are working
more on Digital Twin theories than other countries of the world.

Digital Twins are used in a lot of directions in the industry. F. Tao et al. [17] describe in their book
a list of major industrial applications or potential applications in different domains with corresponding
examples. Some of these domains are described below. The first domain treated is the aerospace
domain because, as mentioned before, Digital Twin was initially launched in 2012 by NASA and U.S.
Air Force. Large companies, like Airbus, Boeing, and General Electric Company (GE) have introduced
the technology of Digital Twins include in their own businesses, assembly, or production for example.
To illustrate, Northrop Grumman improves the manufacturing efficiency of the assembly line for F-35
fighters by using Digital Twins. Also in the electric power industry, Digital Twins are introduced for
improvements on electric power. For example, GE introduces a digital farm to investigate the future
of wind power [29]. Each wind turbine has its own Digital Twin in order to optimize maintenance
strategy, improve reliability, and increase energy production. Besides the Automotive and the Oil and
Gas industry, the Healthcare and Medicine industry has also good experiences with using Digital Twins.
This industry is one of the world’s largest industries and is closely related to everyone. In this industry,
Digital Twins can be applied to accelerate its digitization course. Examples given in the book of using
Digital Twins are a hospital organization based on data information by GE Healthcare Camden Group,
and the Living Heart Project (LHP) by Dassault, where a Digital Twin is built of a human heart via
biotech sensors and scanning technology. In order to improve the quality of life and urban environment,
Digital Twin has been applied in City Management. With a digital copy of the city, a view of the city
is created, like is done in Singapore [30] and the Digital Twin allows testing bold new ideas for the
city. After all, it can be concluded that the industry fields are very interested in using Digital Twins for
their purpose and therefore, the expectation is that there will become more and more Digital Twins in
the future.
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2.4 Most useful research papers for master thesis

Although Digital Twin is a relatively new topic in industry 4.0, there is already a lot of reading material
available. For example, there are some recommended reading books about the topic of Digital Twins,
such as ‘Digital Twin Driven Smart Manufacturing’ [17] and ‘Digital Twin Technologies and Smart
Cities’ [31]. The amount of documentation about the Digital Twins topic is increased in the last years
because the Digital Twin aspect is applicable in several fields. In previous sections, the theoretic liter-
ature about the history, definition, the advantages, and the applications of Digital Twins was given. In
addition to the theoretical literature, related work documentation such as research papers using Digital
Twins, or related papers to this master thesis project was found. The most useful of these papers are
short described below.

I. Calvo et al. have introduced a methodology to build virtual reality systems based on open tech-
nologies in [32]. With this approach, options for creating virtual reality models for 3D simulation of
real processes and products for different purposes, such as staff training or manufacturing optimization
could be made. Because this approach is based on free and open software packages, it opens possibil-
ities for use in education and therefore, steps of the approach can be used to build a Digital Twin for
the Sorting workstation of the Festo production line.

In [33], J.M. Eyre et al. describe an industrial and universal framework for implementing a (process)
Digital Twin. This framework includes the system architecture and the implementation of a Digi-
tal Twin. With this framework, a Digital Twin for a single reconfigurable robotic cell is established.
M. Ayani et al. have introduced a methodology that investigates the use of emulation tools by creating
a Digital Twin in order to support the reconditioning project of the real system in [34]. With this
approach, it is possible to investigate the consequences of maintenance on a system and to reduce the
real commissioning time and costs of the system.

A.M. Madni et al. describe an overall vision for incorporating Digital Twin technology into model-based
system engineering (MBSE) in [19]. The research paper discusses the benefits of integrating Digital
Twins with system simulation and Internet of Things (IoT) in support of MBSE and provides specific
examples of the use and benefits of Digital Twin technology in different industries. Furthermore, this
article presents a distinction in the use of different terms for Digital Twins as earlier explained in more
detail in Section 2.1.

In [35], J. Vachálek et al. present a Digital Twin concept of an industrial production line. Although the
research paper focuses on the continuous optimization of production processes, proactive maintenance,
and continuous processing of process data within Slovakia, it is useful for the master thesis subject
because also Festo didactic workstations are used in combination with Digital Twins.

In the Control Systems Technology (CST) research group of the Eindhoven University of Technology
(TU/e), the Festo production line is multiple used in different research projects. Based on these
research projects, the applicability and the way of working of the Festo production line can be obtained
and this information can be relevant during the master thesis. One example of a research project, where
the Festo production line is used, is given in [3]. F.F.H. Reijnen et al. use the Festo production line
as a case study to apply dependency structure matrices and multilevel synthesis. Simultaneously with
this master thesis, two bachelor end projects work on Digital Twins for the distributing workstation
and the processing workstation of the production line. The results of those projects are described in
[36] and [37], respectively.
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Chapter 3

Overview of the current situation

In this chapter, the required background information of this master thesis is presented as an overview
of the current situation. First in Section 3.1, the current way of working for the students in the course
4TC00 is formulated. It explains the relations between the software programs and the hardware and
describes the different steps to build and run a supervisory controller for one of the Festo workstations.
Next, Section 3.2 describes the Festo production line architecture and explains the Sorting workstation,
which is used in this master thesis project. Finally in Section 3.3, the way to connect the Festo Sorting
workstation and the controller with each other is given.

3.1 Way of working course 4TC00

As mentioned in Chapter 1, the students learn the entire development process of supervisory controllers
with CIF 3 in the course 4TC00. First of all, the students in the course have to make a plant and
controller model in CIF. After this, the students made a 2D visualization of the workstation in an
SVG figure. By adding a connecting CIF-file, which connects the SVG figure to the plant model for
visualization, the behaviour of the controller model can be displayed. If the controller model represents
good and desired behaviour, the controller model is merged with a hardware mapping file that indicates
the connections at the real-time Festo Sorting workstation. By using the CIF function ’cif3plc’, the
merged file is converted into Structured Text (ST) PLC code. A schematic overview of the interaction
between the different files in CIF is given in Figure 3.1.1. Finally, the controller can be implemented in
the TwinCAT PLC project and activated on the soft PLC on the corresponding desktop PC to test with
the correct Festo workstation. A schematic overview of the interaction between the different software
programs and the hardware in the course 4TC00 is given in Figure 3.1.2.

Figure 3.1.1: Schematic overview of the interactions between CIF models and the TwinCAT PLC
project.
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Figure 3.1.2: Schematic overview of interactions software programs and hardware course 4TC00.

3.1.1 CIF environment

CIF is an automata-based modeling language for the specification of a discrete event, timed, and hybrid
systems, which is developed within the TU/e and this modeling language runs on software program
Eclipse. In this modeling language, the students in the course 4TC00 make a plant and controller model
based on automata. An automaton represents the behaviour of an actuator, sensor, or mechanical
component of the system. An example of an automaton is given in Figure 3.1.3. The main ingredients
of such an automaton are locations (represented by circles) and variables to represent the state of the
system, and transitions (depicted by arrows) labelled by guards, events, and updates to indicate the
dynamics of the system. Furthermore, the initial location (represented by an incoming arrow without
source location) indicates the starting state of the automaton and marked locations (represented by
double circles) denote accepting or final states where the system can stay. The system that must
be controlled is called the plant model and it defines what the system can do in the uncontrolled
situation, which is the situation when each system component can do its actions without watching
to other system components. What the system should do is defined in the controller model by the
students.

1 2α

β

α

Figure 3.1.3: Example of an automaton.

3.1.2 TwinCAT-Festo environment

In order to run the supervisory controller on the real-time Festo Sorting workstation, it must be
transformed into PLC code. This is done with a given tooldef script and in this tooldef script, PLC
code in structured text language is generated by merging the controller model and a given I/O name
mapping CIF-file. Into the tooldef script, the PLC code is written at a specific TwinCAT project and
therefore, the generated PLC code is directly available in the TwinCAT project. TwinCAT, which runs
on Microsoft Visual Studio, is needed because the real-time Festo production line has Beckoff I/O
modules. By adding a hardware I/O mapping file in the TwinCAT project, the inputs and outputs of
the PLC code are directly connected to the corresponding inputs and outputs on the I/O module of
the Festo production line workstation. Finally, the PLC code can be activated and started in order to
control the real-time system. A schematic overview of the described steps is given in Figure 3.1.4.
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Figure 3.1.4: Schematic overview of the steps to run the controller on the real-time system.

3.2 Festo production line

The Festo Modular Production System (Festo MPS), which is given in Figure 3.2.1, is the real-time
system used in the bachelor course 4TC00. The Festo MPS, which can also be called as ‘the Festo
production line’, is a small-scale production line with industrial components for educational training in
automation and network communication fields. The system consists of six workstations: Distributing
(D), Handling (H), Testing (T), Buffering (B), Processing (P), and Sorting (S). Each workstation has
its own user interface and I/O module. Because only the Sorting workstation is used during the master
thesis, this one will be described in more detail. The explanation of the other workstations of the Festo
production line is given in [3] and [38].

Figure 3.2.1: Overview of the Festo production line. [3]
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3.2.1 System architecture Festo MPS

The controllers, that control the production line, are implemented on soft PLCs. Desktop PCs with
TwinCAT 3 soft PLCs are used to run the PLC code. A soft PLC is a software implementation
of a PLC, which runs on a normal PC. The soft PLCs are connected via Ethernet to the remote
modular Beckhoff I/O modules on the Festo production line. The I/O modules are used to connect
the sensors and actuators of each workstation to the soft PLC. Because there are four Desktop PCs,
which results in four soft PLCs, at the Festo production line and each Festo workstation has its own
Beckhoff I/O module, some Festo workstations are linked to the same soft PLC. Figure 3.2.2 gives a
schematic overview of the system set-up including the interaction between the hardware (workstations)
and software (PLC code in TwinCAT project). The network interface card (NIC) is a hardware card
plugged in the PC to realize Ethernet connections between the PC and other hardware components.
NIC1 ensures that the PC is connected to the network of the university and the network card NIC2 of
each PC connects the I/O module of the workstation with the Desktop PC.

Figure 3.2.2: Schematic overview of the Festo MPS with interaction between hardware and software.

3.2.2 User interface

The user interface for each workstation, which is given in Figure 3.2.3, is the same. The user can
interact with the system by pushing a button or watch the state of the LEDs. Each user interface has
three push buttons: to start, stop, or reset the workstation and one switch key is available to change
between automatic mode and manual mode. Furthermore, there are LED indicators and additional
digital inputs and outputs available, that can be used to send external commands to the specific
workstation or get additional information from the workstation. Note that the functionality of each
input or output is declared in the user control program, which is the PLC code running on the soft
PLC.
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Figure 3.2.3: User interface at each workstation of the Festo MPS.

Based on the fact that the user interface is connected to the I/O module of the workstation, the state
of each button or LED is indicated by booleans with value ‘True’ or ‘False’ inside the control program
(PLC code). Initially, all inputs and outputs are ‘False’ except the ‘Stop’ button because the value of
this normally closed button is initially set to ‘True’ inside the PLC code. The value of a push-button
changes when the button is pushed by the user and changes back to its initial value when the user
releases the button. For the switch key, this is different because it is a bi-stable button. In other words,
the switch key stays in the state after the user uses this switch key. The switch key has two possible
states: vertical and horizontal. The vertical position is the initial and non-operated state. If the switch
key is in the horizontal state, the user has operated the switch key and the value ‘True’ is indicated
in the PLC program. Both possible states are given in Figure 3.2.4. The LEDs are outputs for the
control program and turn on if the corresponding value is set to ‘True’ inside the PLC code. Based on
the above information, the state of each input or output at the user interface can be read out in the
PLC code.

(a) Initial and non-operated state switch key. (b) Operated state switch key.

Figure 3.2.4: Possible states switch key at the user interface.

3.2.3 Sorting workstation

The last workstation of the Festo production line is the Sorting workstation, which is given in Figure
3.2.5. At this workstation, the products are sorted based on the product colour and placed in the
correct buffer slide. The products on the Festo production line can have three colours: black, red,
and silver/metal. A conveyor belt is used to transport the products from the beginning of the Sorting
workstation through the classification to the correct slide. The classification for the colour, which is
given in Figure 3.2.6a, is done with a diffuse optical sensor and an inductive sensor. To get the product
to the correct slide, product gates are used. These gates, which are given in Figure 3.2.6b, consist of
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a mechanical construction driven by a double-acting pneumatic cylinder. The current state of the gate
will be indicated by two reed contact sensors. Furthermore, optical sensors are used to indicate the
product arriving at the conveyor belt of the Sorting workstation and a retro reactive sensor is used to
indicate if the product enters the slide. To ensure that the classification of a product is done well, a
pneumatic stopper is used to block each product for a few seconds.

The working of the Sorting workstation is as follows: the product is pushed or placed on the conveyor
belt and detected by a sensor at the beginning of the Sorting workstation. Then the product is clamped
by a stopper during the classification to determine the colour of the product. Based on the detected
colour, the correct product gate will be activated and the product moves by the conveyor belt into the
slide. With another sensor, it is detected if the product enters the slide and another product can be
sorted.

Figure 3.2.5: Overview of the Sorting workstation at the Festo production line.

(a) Colour classification. (b) Product gate slide two is activated.

Figure 3.2.6: Parts of the Sorting workstation. [38]
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3.2.4 Beckhoff TwinCAT ADS

The controllers are implemented on soft PLCs on the Desktop PCs. Because the system has Beckhoff
I/O modules, TwinCAT is used as a PLC code environment and is integrated into Visual Studio.
For communication between programs like Unity and Visual Studio, Beckhoff uses its TwinCAT-ADS
protocol and therefore, this way of communication is also needed to communicate with the Digital
Twin environment. The software of Prespective supports TwinCAT-ADS communication as gateway
settings.

3.3 Connection between control program and Festo workstation

To ensure that the coupling between variables in the CIF models and the hardware on the Festo
workstation works well in the course 4TC00, general CIF names are defined for the sensors and actuators
on each workstation including the sensors and actuators of the corresponding user interface. These
names must be used exactly in the CIF models because it realizes the connection from the control
program to the specific hardware I/O point at the corresponding I/O module. Table 3.3.1 gives a
description of each actuator and sensor for the Sorting workstation, with the CIF name and initial value.
In Appendix A, the physical locations of the sensors and the actuators from the Sorting workstation
are given. Because ‘s Sinitialized’ is an internal CIF variable to indicate when initialization is finished,
this is not a physical sensor.

Table 3.3.1: Sensors and actuators of the Sorting workstation [38].

CIF Name Type Initial Label Description
Workstation:
a conveyer Actuator False SA01 True: Move conveyor belt.
a gate1 Actuator False SA02 True: Close gate to redirect product.
a gate2 Actuator False SA03 True: Close gate to redirect product.
a stopperretract Actuator False SA04 True: Retract stopper to allow passing.
a sortingready Actuator False SA05 Status info; True: ready, False: busy.
s product Sensor False SS01 True: Product at entrance.
s inductive Sensor False SS02 True: Detects silver/metal product.
s optical Sensor False SS03 True: Detects red and silver/metal product.
s slidefull Sensor False SS04 Pulse True: passing product;

Continuous True: slide full.
s gate1 opened Sensor True SS05 True: Allow new product into gate area.
s gate1 closed Sensor False SS06 True: Release product from gate area and block

the queue.
s gate2 opened Sensor True SS07 See s gate1 opened.
s gate2 closed Sensor False SS08 See s gate1 closed.
Control Panel:
a Sstartled Actuator False Start LED LED located in Start button. True: Lights up.
a Sresetled Actuator False Reset LED LED located in Reset button. True: Lights up.
a SledQ1 Actuator False Indicator Q1 User definable LED. True: Lights up.
a SledQ2 Actuator False Indicator Q2 User definable LED. True: Lights up.
s Sstartbutton Sensor False Start True: when start button is pressed.
s Sstopbutton Sensor True Stop False: when stop button is pressed.
s Sresetbutton Sensor False Reset True: when reset button is pressed.
s Sautoswitch Sensor False Auto/Man Switch Key; True: when in horizontal position;

False: when in vertical position.
s Sinitialized Sensor False Internal variable. True: when the initialization

sequence finished.
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Chapter 4

Development of a 3D Digital Twin
for the Festo Sorting workstation

In this chapter, the development of a 3D Digital Twin for the Festo Sorting workstation is described.
First in Section 4.1, the functionality of the Digital Twin is established to get the same behaviour
as on the real-time Festo Sorting workstation. Then, Section 4.2 describes the obtained Unity model
from the CAD model and explain differences with the real-time system. Section 4.3 describes all the
interaction and moving parts in the Digital Twin and Section 4.4 explains the different sensors used
in the Digital Twin. Additionally, Section 4.4 describes the controls at the control panel in the Digital
Twin. Then, Section 4.5 describes added functionality in the Digital Twin to simulate the environment
behaviour like placing products at the Sorting workstation, for example. Finally in Section 4.6, the
coupling of the Digital Twin with an external adapter, which is Beckhoff TwinCAT ADS in this master
thesis, is explained.

4.1 Functionality Digital Twin

The Digital Twin is a real-time digital replica of a physical system. So, the Digital Twin must have
the same functionality as the Sorting workstation on the Festo production line has. Therefore, a list of
key functions for the Digital Twin is established and described below. With this list of key functions,
the Digital Twin can be validated to ensure that all the desired behaviour from the real-time system is
realized by the Digital Twin.

1. Adding and removing products at the Festo Sorting workstation. In the real-time system, the
products can be added by a person or by the Processing workstation. With this functionality
also in the Digital Twin, the input possibilities for adding a product can be simulated. The same
applies to the removal of products from the slides and the conveyor belt.

2. The sensors of the Festo Sorting workstation. The same functionality of all sensors must be
implemented into the Digital Twin. At the beginning of the conveyor belt products must be
detected with the optical sensor ‘s product’. With the two sensors ‘s optical’ and ‘s inductive’,
the colour of the product must be determined. When a product falls into one of the three
slides, the product must be detected with the optical sensor ‘s slidefull’. Furthermore, the two
read-contact sensors at each gate pusher indicate the state of the gate pusher.

3. The actuators of the Festo Sorting workstation. The movements of the conveyor belt, stopper,
and the gate pushers must be implemented in the same way as at the real-time Festo Sorting
workstation. The value of the actuator can change from false to true or vice versa and based on
the value, the state of the actuator changed to activated or not. At the Festo Sorting workstation,
it is possible to activate each actuator manually. So, a manual mode for each actuator is needed
to get the same functionality in the 3D Digital Twin.
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4. Collisions between product and various parts of the Festo Sorting workstation. Collisions are
needed in the Festo Sorting workstation because otherwise no product can be stopped for clas-
sification or sorted with the gate pushers in the slides, for example. Therefore, these types of
collisions must be implemented with the correct material properties in the Digital Twin.

5. Control panel. With the control panel, the user interacts with the real-time Festo Sorting work-
station. Therefore, the same interaction by buttons, sensors, and actuators must be present for
the user at the Digital Twin.

6. Digital Twin as a standalone executable. The Digital Twin must be able to operate as a stan-
dalone executable without any external connection. In this standalone executable, the function-
ality of the actuators and sensors are still working correctly.

7. Coupling of I/Os between the 3D Digital Twin and the PLC control program in TwinCAT. A
mapping file, which links the inputs and outputs of the PLC control program with the inputs and
outputs of the Digital Twin, is needed to couple both I/Os. This mapping file will have the same
structure as the mapping file for the PLC control program in TwinCAT with the real-time Festo
Sorting workstation. Therefore, the sensor values obtained from the Digital Twin will be inputs
for the PLC control program and the actuator values obtained from the PLC control program
will be inputs for the Digital Twin.

4.2 3D Unity Model

A computer-aided-design (CAD) model will be the basis for the Digital Twin and therefore, the CAD
model must be a good representation of the real-time Sorting workstation. The CAD model of the
Festo Sorting workstation, which is delivered by Festo Didactic, is used as the basis for the Digital Twin
of the Festo Sorting workstation during this master thesis. The obtained CAD model is illustrated in
Figure 4.2.1a. However this was the latest version of the CAD model at Festo Didactic, there were
some changes between the real-time Festo Sorting workstation at the university and the CAD model.
These changes may have been caused because little changes have been made to the set-up or if some
parts have been moved from their original position. Besides, some components were missing in the
CAD model. The aspects described below must be changed at the model to obtain an exact Digital
Twin of the real-time Festo Sorting workstation.

• The indicator lights for the state of the gate pushers were missing and must be added.

• No products were present at the CAD model.

• Indicator lights at multiple sensors were cubes instead of cylinders.

• The manual mode buttons were not present at the CAD model.

• Some colours are changed for a better visualization of the Sorting workstation.

• The position of components can be changed because of maintenance and these position differ-
ences must be implemented within the Digital Twin.
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(a) CAD model of the Festo Sorting workstation.
(b) Imported Unity model.

Figure 4.2.1: 3D models of the Festo Sorting workstation.

The supplied CAD model from Festo Didactic is formatted as a stp-file, which can be opened in CAD
programs like SolidWorks or Siemens NX. However Unity supports different 3D files, the stp format
is not supported. Therefore, the file must be converted into an accessible file format that will be
supported by Unity, for example, DAE (Collada), OBJ, or FBX [39]. As written in [36], there are
different ways to convert the CAD model file into an accessible file for Unity. In this master thesis,
3DJuumpAce is used to convert the stp-file into a Collada file to import the CAD model into Unity.
As a consequence of this, the component names and data structure needs to be adjusted. When the
Collada file is imported into Unity, Unity changes the dimensions of the model from millimeters to
meters and therefore, the import scale factor should be changed to deal with this. Unfortunately, this
is not done during this master thesis because this was found out in a later stadium of the graduation
project. The scaling of the model could not be adjusted due to the remaining time of the graduation
project and therefore, the used scale factor is 1, which results that the workstation in the 3D Digital
Twin is 1000 times bigger than the actual workstation. Although the total workstation is bigger in
scale, the relations between the workstation components are still the same as in the actual workstation.
The consequences of not changing the scale factor are not investigated during this master thesis and
therefore, the influence of the scale factor should be investigated in future research. The exact steps in
order to convert the stp-file into a Collada file and import the model into Unity are given in Appendix
B. The imported CAD model into Unity is illustrated in Figure 4.2.1b.

4.3 Kinematics and actuation in Digital Twin

In this section, all the interactions and moving parts in the Digital Twin are described. There will be
described how the kinematic for each actuator is implemented. In some cases, there is not a standard
component available in the software of Prespective and an own made C# script is made to add the
desired kinematics. Furthermore, the method to operate each actuator manual will be described as
well as the indicator lights at the control panel.
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4.3.1 Different collider types

In the Digital Twin and Unity itself, colliders are often used and are very important for adding behaviour
to a Unity model. Therefore, these will be treated before the other aspects of the Digital Twin for
the Festo Sorting workstation are treated. With colliders, it is possible for GameObjects in Unity to
physically interact with their environment. So, colliders will be used for collisions between different
components or in order to press at a GameObject. The official description for a collider is given at the
Unity documentation website: ”Collider components define the shape of a GameObject for the purposes
of physical collisions. A collider, which is invisible, does not need to be the exact same shape as the
GameObject’s mesh. A rough approximation of the mesh is often more efficient and indistinguishable
in gameplay” [40]. Unity has different colliders for a 3D model, where the most used colliders are the
box collider, the sphere collider, the capsule collider, and the mesh collider. The first three colliders are
called primitive collider types and these need less processor insensitivity of the computer than a mesh
collider needs. A mesh collider is used in most cases when the shape of the GameObject’s mesh exactly
must be matched. Figure 4.3.1 visualizes the primitive collider types. At the Festo Sorting workstation
GameObjects, where the physical geometry is crucial for the behaviour, like the gate pushers, a mesh
collider is used in the Digital Twin. However for the slides, for example, a box collider is good enough
to interact with products in the Digital Twin.

Figure 4.3.1: The primitive collider types in Unity for a 3D model. Box collider (left), Sphere collider
(middle), and Capsule collider (right).

4.3.2 Actuator in general

In the next subsections, the actuators of the Festo Sorting workstation are described. The most
actuators consist of kinematics, such as rotational or translation limits and consist of a standard
component from the software of Prespective like a driven servo motor or DC motor, which ensures
the rotation or translation movement. Because the software of Prespective is still in development
and a β version is used, there is no standard component for a translation movement. To deal with
this unsupported movement, an extra kinematic relation should be made for translation movements.
A kinematic relation is a relation between two movements. By adding a kinematic relation between
a wheel joint and a prismatic joint, the translation movement could be realized. The wheel joint is
assigned to a component with a rotational movement and the prismatic joint is assigned to a component
that moves in translation direction. In the cases when there is no rotational component, an empty
GameObject is used for assigning the wheel joint because it is invisible in the Digital Twin. With the
extra kinematic relation between both joints, the translation movement moves according to Equation
4.3.1, where s stands for the position along the axis of translation, r the radius of the wheel joint, and
θ, the current rotation of the wheel joint in deg. In cases that the radius of the wheel joint is set to
360/2π, a 1 : 1 transmission is created between the rotation and translation movement.

s(θ) =
2π

360
r θ (4.3.1)
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In Table 4.3.1, the used kinematic and the standard components in the Digital Twin are given for the
actuators of the Festo Sorting workstation. These actuators will be treated in the next subsections
below. With a kinematic component, the component is meant that execute the motion of the actuator
and with the standard component, the component is meant that controls the motion of the actuator.
The actuators at the control panel, such as ‘a Sstartled’ and ‘a SledQ1’ are all implemented as an
indicator light and will be treated later in Section 4.3.8. Each actuator is from the type Boolean.

Table 4.3.1: Kinematic and Standard Components listed for the Festo Sorting workstation based on
Prespective terminology.

Actuator Kinematic Component Standard Component
a sortingready Indicator Light

a conveyer Belt System DC Motor

a stopperretract
Prismatic Joint

Wheel Joint (Empty object)
Driven Servo Motor

a gate1 Wheel Joint Driven Servo Motor
a gate2 Wheel Joint Driven Servo Motor

General Control actuator in Unity
To control each actuator within Unity, a C# script is written for each actuator specifically. Although
each actuator is different, the set-up of an actuator C# script is the same. In Listing 4.1, a general
set-up for an actuator in Unity is given. Each Unity C# script consists of three parts: the declaration,
an initializing phase, and an updating phase. In the first part, the imported components are declared
and assigned to a variable inside the script. The second part, which is the initializing phase, contains
all the code in void Start. This part of the code will be executed after the game is started and Unity
runs in ‘Play mode’. In this thesis project, the void Start is used to set the start parameters of the
standard components used for the specific actuator. The last part will be executed in Unity every frame
and contains all the code in void Update.

1 public class actuator : MonoBehaviour
2 {
3 // \\ INPUTS //
4 // Component/Script/Parameters Name in script
5 public u040.prespective.DrivenServoMotor Motor;
6 public u040.prespective.IndicatorLight Manual;
7 public BoolToggle Auto;
8 public bool a_actuator;
9

10 // Initialize actuator with possible starting parameters
11 void Start()
12 {
13 Motor.PreferredVelocity = 1000; // deg/s
14 Motor.IsActive = true; // boolean
15 }
16
17 // Update actuator once per game frame.
18 void Update ()
19 {
20 // Actuator actives when the controller or the manual mode gives a high signal.
21 a_actuator = Auto.Boolean || Manual.IsActive;
22
23 // What to do when the actuator is activated.
24 if (a_actuator == true)
25 {
26 Motor.TargetAngle = 50;
27 }
28 else
29 {
30 Motor.TargetAngle = 0;
31 }
32 }
33 }

Listing 4.1: General structure in order to control actuator with a C# script in Unity.
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Looked to the given example in Listing 4.1: there are four declared variables in this script. The first
two are assigned to imported standard components at lines 5 and 6 and the third variable is assigned
to an imported script in line 7. Because the first two components are standard components made
by Prespective, these have a specific prefix u040.prespective.1. The last variable public bool

a actuator is not an input for the script but is added to see the state of the actuator in the Unity
Inspector tab during play mode. Each actuator can be activated by the control program in TwinCAT
as in manual mode and therefore, the variables Auto and Manual are used. The manual input is done
with an indicator light and how this works will be treated in Section 4.3.7. The automatic input is
read with a separate C# script and this reads out the state of the actuator from TwinCAT. Thereby,
the state will be toggled to match with the value in TwinCAT. The connection between TwinCAT and
Unity will be explained in more detail in Section 4.6.

At the given example, two parameters of the assigned motor component will be executed when Unity
is started into play mode (lines 13 and 14). The preferred velocity and the state of the driven servo
motor are set to 1000 deg/s and ‘true’ respectively. Based on the code in void Update (lines 18 till
32), Unity determines each frame the state of the boolean a actuator in this example. The state of
this boolean is based on the state from the manual and automatic mode (see line 21) and thereafter,
the code react on the outcome of the boolean by setting the value of the rotating target of the driven
servo motor to 50 deg or 0 deg. Important to note is that the manual mode buttons, which will
be explained in more detail in Section 4.3.7, are always available for the user to activate actuators.
Therefore, the user can click on the manual mode buttons and activate actuators when a controller in
TwinCAT controls the Digital Twin of the Festo Sorting workstation.

4.3.3 Current status Sorting workstation

The first actuator of the Festo Sorting workstation is the communication actuator with the previous
Festo workstation (Processing workstation) for its current status. The actuator is activated (true) when
the workstation is ready to receive a product and deactivated (false) when the Sorting workstation is
busy. In the made C# script, which is given in Appendix C.1.1, the boolean value of the actuator
is based on the variables Auto and Manual, as described before. Based on the boolean value of the
actuator, the indicator light is activated or not and the status can be read out from the indicator light.
Based on the status from the Sorting workstation and the communication protocol, the Processing
workstation knows when a product can be pushed to the Sorting workstation. To illustrate the motion
of pushing products from the Processing workstation to the Sorting workstation, the specific parts of
the Processing workstation for doing this are added to the Digital Twin but this will be explained in
more detail in Section 4.5 as well as how the movement is done into the Digital Twin.

4.3.4 Conveyor belt

When products are placed on the Sorting workstation, these are transported in the Sorting workstation
by the conveyor belt. For conveyor belt systems, Prespective adds a feature ‘Belt System’ as a standard
component in their software and this will be used in the Digital Twin for the conveyor belt. With this
standard component, objects move over the belt surface with a velocity determined by the rotation of
a wheel joint. So, there will be an interaction between products and the belt surface and therefore, the
belt needs a collider. Because of the use of the software from Prespective, a mesh collider is generated
automatically and assigned to the conveyor belt (see Figure 4.3.2) in the Digital Twin. Unfortunately,
it is not possible yet with the current software version of Prespective to rotate the belt visually and
therefore, it is difficult to estimate if the conveyor belt is activated or not.

1The actual prefix is u040.prespective.referenceobjects.kinetics.motor.servomotor., but it is abbreviated in
this listing to be better readable. The same holds for the Indicator Light.
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Figure 4.3.2: The generated mesh collider for the conveyor belt of the Sorting workstation.

A DC motor, which is also a standard component in Prespective’s software, is used to drive the wheel
joint of the conveyor belt. The velocity and acceleration of this motor are decided on 750 deg/s and
3500 deg/s/s respectively. These numbers are obtained after multiple validation tests, which will be
discussed in Section 5.1. When the corresponding boolean ‘a conveyer’ is activated, the conveyor belt
transports products based on the C# script given in Appendix C.1.2. If the boolean for the conveyor
belt is activated, the DC motor starts its rotation by calling the function ‘StartRotation()’. When
‘a conveyer’ becomes false, the rotation is stopped with the function ‘StopRotation()’. To visualize
the status of the conveyor belt for the user of the Digital Twin, an indicator light is activated or
deactivated as well. Now, the functional behaviour of the conveyor belt is added into the Digital Twin.
However, there is still one difference between the belt in the Digital Twin and the physical belt on the
real-time Festo Sorting workstation namely the material property. The physical belt is made of a rubber
material and therefore, this material is added into the Digital Twin as well. Because the software of
Prespective and Unity does not contain a material library, it is not possible to have exactly the same
physical material in the Digital Twin. However, physical material is added to the conveyor belt with
the settings given in Figure 4.3.3. With these settings, the conveyor belt from the Digital Twin comes
closest to the real-time behaviour of the conveyor belt at the Festo Sorting workstation.

Figure 4.3.3: Settings of the physical rubber material.

4.3.5 Stopper

First of all, the stopper needs a collider because its function is to interact with products. Because the
collision between stopper and product is very precise and the classification sensors are very sensitive,
the stopper in the Digital Twin gets a mesh collider. As was given in Table 4.3.1, the stopper actuator
needs the described kinematic relation in section 4.3.2 to get the same movement as the stopper at the
real-time Festo Sorting workstation. The driven servo motor controls the wheel joint and create a driven
rotational kinematic. Based on this rotational kinematic, the translational movement of the stopper is
made in the Digital Twin. The stopper has two fixed positions: In and Out, which are given in Figure
4.3.4. Because of the fixed positions and the use of the driven servo motor, the angle in degrees, where
the driven servo motor rotates too, is fixed. Therefore in the C# script for ‘a stopperretract’, the
target angle is used to move the stopper on a specific position. Based on position validation, which
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will be described in more detail in Section 5.1, the target angle values are determined to −43 deg for
its position Out and −73 deg for its position In. The implementation for moving the position of the
stopper is different than on the real-time workstation because the software of Prespective does not
contain pneumatic components. Therefore in the Digital Twin, setpoints are used instead of forces to
change the position of the stopper. The full code of the C# script for ‘a stopperretract’ is given in
Appendix C.1.3.

(a) Position In stopper. (b) Position Out stopper.

Figure 4.3.4: Two possible positions for the stopper in the Digital Twin.

4.3.6 Gate pushers

With the same reason as for the stopper, an alternative for the pneumatic components must be found
to implement the movement of the gate pushers in the Digital Twin. The movement of the gate pusher
actuators is very similar to the movement of the stopper actuator but the movement of the gate pusher
actuators is only rotational. Because both gate pushers have the same behaviour, one C# script is
made and applied on both actuators. The full code of the C# script for ‘a gate’ is given in Appendix
C.1.4. In order to move the gate pushers in the Digital twin, a driven servo motor in combination with
a fixed target angle of the motor is used to change the position of the gate pusher. Based on the
rotation of the driven servo motor, the gate pusher rotates as well. The gate pushers have, just like
the stopper, two fixed positions and in the same way as is done for the stopper, the target angle values
for each position are determined. In Figure 4.3.5, both pushers are given in the two possible positions.
For the gate pushers, the target angle values are determined to 53 deg for its position Out and 0 deg
for its position In.

(a) Position in gate pushers.
(b) Position out gate pushers.

Figure 4.3.5: Two possible positions for the gate pushers in the Digital Twin.
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To collide and pushing the products into the slides in the same way as is done at the real-time Festo
Sorting workstation, the gate pushers in the Digital Twin uses multiple colliders with different physical
material properties. With the real-time Festo Sorting workstation, it is possible to activate the gate
pusher on different moments in order to push the product into the slide. It is possible to activate
the gate pusher immediately when the product leaves at the stopper but it is also possible to wait
until the product is approximately at the slide. To ensure that the product falls into the slide with
all these different activation moments, the gate pusher GameObject in the Digital Twin uses multiple
box colliders and a mesh collider to retain the round shape. An example of a gate pusher GameObject
with multiple box colliders is given in Figure 4.3.6a. Due to the gravity and the transport force, the
products will fall into the slides. The slides at the Festo Sorting workstation are made of aluminium
and therefore, the slide components in the Digital Twin are also added with a specific physical material.
The settings of this physical material are given in Figure 4.3.6b.

(a) Gate pusher GameObject with multiple boxcolliders
assigned to it in order to retain the round shape.

(b) Settings of the physical slide material.

Figure 4.3.6: Left: Multiple box colliders on gate pusher. Right: The material settings for the slides.

4.3.7 Manual mode on each actuator

As given in Section 4.3.2, each actuator can be activated manually by the user at the real-time Festo
Sorting workstation. In the Digital Twin, the manual mode for each actuator is implemented with a
manual button. In this way, the user has the possibility in the Digital Twin to control the system without
a connection with TwinCAT, for example. In total, there are five manual mode buttons added in the
Digital Twin because the Festo Sorting workstation has five actuators. These buttons are illustrated
in Figure 4.3.7a2. In Figure 4.3.7b, an example is given where the user activates the sorting ready and
the gate pusher 1 actuators. Because the current position of the mouse is at the manual button of
‘a sortingready’, the text with the name of the corresponding actuator is popped up. The user can
activate the actuator in two ways by pushing with the left or right mouse button. If the user clicks ones
with the right mouse button on the manual mode button, the manual mode is continuous on until the
user clicks again. When the user clicks with the left mouse button, the manual mode is on until the
mouse button is released. The full code for the C# scripts for popping up the text of the actuators
and activating the manual mode button are given in Appendices C.1.6 and C.1.5.

2Corresponding actuators from left to right:
a sortingready, a gate2, a gate1, a stopperretract, and a conveyer
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(a) Manual mode buttons in Digital Twin.

(b) Manual mode buttons a sortingready and a gate1
are active.

Figure 4.3.7: The manual mode option for the user in the Digital Twin.

4.3.8 Indicator lights at control panel

As introduced in Sections 3.3 and 4.3.2, the actuators at the control panel (a Sstartled, a Sresetled,
a SledQ1, and a SledQ2) are all implemented as indicator lights. These actuators light up when the
corresponding actuator value is true. The standard component of Prespective is used for the indicator
lights in the Digital Twin and therefore, no C# script is made. In Figure 4.3.8, the indicator lights
of actuators LED Q1 and reset LED are activated as an example to illustrate the colour difference
between an activated LED and a deactivated LED in the Digital Twin.

(a) All indicator lights deactivated. (b) LEDs actuators a Sresetled and a SledQ1 are active.

Figure 4.3.8: Indicator lights actuators at control panel in the Digital Twin.

4.4 Sensors and controls in Digital Twin

In this section, all the sensors in the Digital Twin for the Festo Sorting workstation are described. In
total, the Festo Sorting workstation contains twelve sensors and these sensors can be divided into four
groups: Product sensors, Classification sensors, Actuator position sensors, and Control panel sensors.

The first group of sensors, Product sensors, are treated in Section 4.4.1. They are related to the sensors
‘s product’ and ‘s slidefull’ of the Festo Sorting workstation. Sensors ‘s optical’ and ‘s inductive’ form
the classification sensors, which will be discussed in Section 4.4.2. The third group of sensors contains
all the sensors that start with ‘s gate....’ because the gate pushers are the only actuators where sensors
are used to determine the position of an actuator. These sensors are described in Section 4.4.3. In the
last group of sensors, all sensors related to the control panel are assigned and these will be explained
in Section 4.4.4.
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4.4.1 Product sensors

With the product sensors, the sensors which detect the products in the Festo Sorting workstation are
meant. However the classification sensors also detect a product, these sensors have another sensor
functionality in the Festo Sorting workstation and therefore, these sensors are not part of the group
product sensors.

The first product sensor that is described is the ‘s slidefull’ sensor. This sensor is placed at the top of
the product slides and detects when a product falls into one of the three slides. There is one sensor for
three slides and therefore, this sensor is also used to indicate when one of the three slides is full and
contains six products. At the real-time Festo Sorting workstation, this sensor is a retro-reflective sensor,
which can be seen as an optical through-beam sensor. The value of the sensor is ‘true’ when the beam
is blocked by something. For this sensor, standard sensor components of Prespective’s software are
used because the functionality of these standard components matches exactly with the functionality of
the sensors at the real-time Festo Sorting workstation and it can be coupled to an indicator light, which
can be easily integrated with TwinCAT in a later stadium. To get the desired sensor functionality, a
beam emitter and a beam receiver are used as standard components. In Figure 4.4.1, the place of each
component is illustrated.

Figure 4.4.1: The indication of the slide full sensor in the Digital Twin. Black: the beam emitter and
Yellow: the beam receiver.

The outcome of the receiver can be ‘Low’ and ‘High’. It will be ‘Low’ when the beam is not received
and is blocked by some object. When the outcome signal is ‘High’, the beam is received. Because
the real-time Festo Sorting workstation uses booleans for all sensors and actuators, it is not useful to
have sensor outcomes like ‘Low’ and ‘High’. Therefore, an indicator light will be used to transform the
outcome of the beam receiver to a boolean value. In the cases when the beam receiver has an outcome
‘Low’, the indicator light lights up. The implementation of this indicator light in combination with the
outcome of the beam receiver is given in Figures 4.4.2 and 4.4.3. This implementation is sufficient for
reading the value of the slide full sensor because the user can read the status of the indicator light.

Figure 4.4.2: The implementation of the indicator light of the slide full sensor in the Digital Twin.
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(a) Beam receiver outcome ‘High’ because beam is received. Indicator light is off.

(b) Beam receiver outcome ‘Low’ because beam is blocked by a product. Indicator light is on.

Figure 4.4.3: Implementation slide full sensor ‘s slidefull’.

The second sensor, which detects products, is the product sensor ‘s product’. This sensor is placed
at the beginning of the conveyor belt and detects when a product arrived at the Festo Sorting work-
station. This sensor is an optical diffuse sensor and it has as output ‘true’ when an object reflects
enough infrared light. The amount of reflected infrared increases when the object comes closer to the
sensor. Dependent on the colour of the object, a wider area ensures that the sensor receives enough
infrared light and will become true. In the software of Prespective, there is a proximity sensor available
as a standard component. However, this does not take the distinguished between object colours into
account and works not well because of some bugs. Therefore, the decision is made to create C# scripts
that ensure the desired behaviour for this type of sensor.

As a basis for this C# script, the working of a proximity sensor is taken. A proximity sensor works
with trigger colliders and if an object moves through the trigger, the value of the proximity sensor is
changed until the object is out of the trigger range. Note that the use of trigger colliders has not the
same effect as a physical interaction between colliders. A collider can be changed to a trigger collider
by checking the ”Is Trigger” box on its properties. For the product sensor ‘s product’, two box trigger
colliders are added to the GameObject, which are illustrated in Figure 4.4.4.

Figure 4.4.4: The two box trigger colliders added to the product sensor ‘s product’.
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The sensor ‘s product’ makes a distinction in detecting between black, silver, and red products. Because
a black product reflects less infrared light than a red or silver product, a black product must be closer
to the sensor before the sensor value becomes true. Therefore, there are two box trigger colliders
made in the Digital Twin: one for black products (the smallest in Figure 4.4.4) and one for red/silver
products. The range of each box trigger collider is based on the position validation, which will be
discussed in Section 5.1. With this box trigger colliders, two C# scripts are associated to detect the
black product or the silver and red products separately. In both scripts, the name of the GameObject,
which moves through the trigger collider, is checked. If the name of the GameObject corresponds with
the correct trigger, the script has as outcome true. A third C# script combines the outcome of both
trigger colliders and transforms it into one outcome boolean value for the sensor. In the same way as
is done for the slide full product sensor, the outcome of the sensor is coupled to an indicator light. The
only difference is that this is now done in the self-made C# scripts. In [36], the working of these three
scripts is explained in more detail and the full code of all scripts is given in Appendices C.2.1, C.2.2,
and C.2.3.

4.4.2 Classification sensors

At the classification sensors, the colour and material of the product are determined to sort the products
to the correct slides. Both sensors, ‘s optical’ and ‘s inductive’, are used to indicate what the colour
of the product is and from which material the product is made. Sensor ‘s inductive’ is an inductive
sensor, which senses the inductive response of the product, and sensor ‘s optical’ is an optical sensor.
The classification is as follows: when both sensors are true, a silver/metal product is detected. If
only ‘s optical’ is true, a red product is detected and when both sensors are false, a black product
is detected. However there are multiple options to add the behaviour into the Digital Twin for both
sensors separately, it is beneficial and easier to use one method for both sensors. With this in mind,
there are two options left: self-made C# scripts like is done for the product sensor ‘s product’ or using
the color sensor of Prespective’s software. In order to investigate multiple different sensor methods
inside the Digital Twin to get a better view of the applicability, the color sensor of Prespective’s software
is used for both sensors. The color sensor is a component that can be used to detect colours within a
certain range directly in front of the sensor. The color detector from Prespective compares the detected
colour by the color sensor with a given reference colour and gives a percentage of how the detected
colour matches the reference colour. Based on a threshold, which is the minimum match percentage,
the outcome of the color detector is ‘High’ or ‘Low’. In Figure 4.4.5, the settings for the color sensor
component and color detector component are given with the implementation of the indicator light.
The reference colour is the same for both sensors and the threshold is set to 26 for the optical sensor
‘s optical’ and 45 for the inductive sensor ‘s inductive’, respectively.
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Figure 4.4.5: The implementation of the indicator light at a classification sensor in the Digital Twin.

In addition to the difference in the threshold value, there is also a difference in the range property of
the color sensor for the optical sensor ‘s optical’ and for the inductive sensor ‘s inductive’. The reason
for this is the physical behaviour of both sensors at the real-time Festo Sorting workstation. The
inductive sensor is more sensitive than the optical sensor and the optical sensor reacts to the amount of
reflected infrared light and therefore, the range property for the color sensor at the inductive sensor is
smaller. At the position validation in Section 5.1, the ranges for both sensors are determined. In Figure
4.4.6, the detection results for each product colour are given after implementing the functionality of
the classification sensors in the Digital Twin.

Figure 4.4.6: The implementation of the classification sensors ‘s optical’ and ‘s inductive’ in the Digital
Twin.
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4.4.3 Actuator position sensors

The third group of sensors in the Digital Twin for the Festo Sorting workstation are the position sensors
to indicate the current status of an actuator. As mentioned before, the two gate pushers are the only
two actuators where sensors are used to determine its current position. Each physical gate pusher
has two read-contact sensors on it, one below and one at the top of the cylinder. The one below
represents sensor ‘s gate opened’ and the one at the top sensor ‘s gate closed’ for the specific gate
pusher. Because these read-contact sensors were not present in the CAD model, an indicator light is
added to the Digital Twin to visualize the current state of the read-contact sensor. The read-contacts
at the real-time Festo Sorting workstation can be true or false and react on the piston of the gate
pushers. If the piston is detected, the read-contact is activated and has as output boolean value ‘true’.
In the C# script for the gate pusher actuator, the same behaviour for the indicator lights is built and
given in Listing 4.2. The values of changing the state of the indicator lights are chosen based on the
behaviour of the real-time Festo Sorting workstation.

39 if (ServoMotor.Position <= 5)
40 {
41 LED_pusher_in.SetActive(true);
42 }
43 else if (ServoMotor.Position >= 50)
44 {
45 LED_pusher_out.SetActive(true);
46 }
47 else
48 {
49 LED_pusher_out.SetActive(false);
50 LED_pusher_in.SetActive(false);
51 }

Listing 4.2: Current position for the gate pusher in the a gate C# script.

Based on the current position from the piston of the pneumatic component, the indicator lights are
activated or deactivated. The driven servo motor rotates the gate pushers from 0 deg to 53 deg and
during this rotation, the piston of the pneumatic component translates from the bottom to the top.
When the gate pusher is in its ‘In’ position, the piston of the pneumatic component is below. When the
gate pusher is in its ‘Out’ position, the piston of the pneumatic component is at the top. So in the C#
script, the indicator light for position ‘In’ is activated when the driven servo motor and the gate pusher
rotate less than 5 deg and the indicator light for position ‘Out’ is set to true when the rotation is bigger
than 50 deg. Between both rotation values, the piston of the pneumatic component is moving and not
detected by one of the read-contacts and therefore, both indicator lights are deactivated. In Figure
4.4.7, the result after implementing the actuator position sensors in the Digital Twin is illustrated.

(a) The gate pusher is in position In. Indicator light
below is on and above is off.

(b) The gate pusher is in position Out. Indicator light
below is off and above is on.

Figure 4.4.7: Implementation of gate pusher position sensors ‘s gate opened’ and ‘s gate closed’.
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4.4.4 Control buttons at control panel

The user interface of the Festo Sorting workstation is placed in front of the workstation. Because the
software of Prespective does not contain standard components for user interface buttons, C# scripts
are made to implement the behaviour of these buttons inside the Digital Twin. At the control panel,
the user can operate four control buttons: the start button, the stop button, the reset button, and the
switch key for the auto/man modes. The first three are only activated until the button is pressed by
the user. The switch key stays in its current position after the switch key is released.

The buttons light up when the left mouse button is pressed on the button. In the C# script, the mouse
position is read out in a created vector from the camera assigned to the control panel. Based on this
vector and pushing at the left mouse button, the button will be activated and the corresponding sen-
sor value becomes ‘true’. The full code of the C# script for clickable buttons is given in Appendix C.2.4.

The C# script, given in Appendix C.2.5, for the switch key uses the same scripting principle; it creates
a vector and checks if it passes through the collider of the switch key. The key rotates clockwise
when the user uses the left mouse button, it rotates counter-clockwise when the right mouse button is
used. The status of the indicator light, which is attached to the switch key, lights up when the current
rotation is big enough. If a rotation is made between 0 and 45 degrees, the auto/man switch is off
and the value of ‘s Sautoswitch’ is ‘false’. If the rotation is between 45 and 90 degrees, the value of
‘s Sautoswitch’ will be ‘true’ and the indicator light is on. At the real-time Festo Sorting workstation,
the rotation of the switch key is limited from 0 to 90 degrees and therefore, this is also the case in the
Digital Twin.

(a) Initial state of the buttons at the control panel. (b) Start button pressed and key rotated.

Figure 4.4.8: The user control panel of the Digital Twin from the Festo Sorting workstation.

Figure 4.4.8 illustrates the different states of the start button and the switch key. The user clicks on
the start button in Figure 4.4.8b and therefore, the start button lights up. The switch key is rotated to
the manual state. However the key did not rotate the full 90 degrees, the current state of the switch
key was already active. At the implementation of the control panel buttons, indicator lights are used
to give a better visualization for the user of the Digital Twin.
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4.5 Added control environment

Aspects of placing or deleting products from the Festo Sorting workstation are explained in this section.
Also, the way how and when products are pushed from the Processing workstation to the Festo Sorting
workstation is described as well as the status indication for all sensors and actuators.

4.5.1 Products

To use the Digital Twin, it is necessary that products can be placed on the Digital Twin of the Festo
Sorting workstation. First of all, a model of different product colours is added to Unity. Each product
should behave the same as it does in reality and therefore, a ”Rigidbody” is added to the product
specifications with checking the ”Use Gravity” property. Furthermore, the products collide in the
Digital Twin to multiple components. With these collisions and the internal forces, the product moves
through the Digital Twin. The collision detection setting of the rigid-body is used to prevent fast-
moving objects from passing through other objects without detecting collisions and is set to ‘Continuous
Speculative’. With this setting, the product collides with everything, which is also the case at the real-
time Festo Sorting workstation. So, each collision with a product is detected with these settings given
in Figure 4.5.1.

Figure 4.5.1: Settings of the Rigidbody component added to the product.

Adding products in Digital Twin
For adding products to the Digital Twin, three control buttons are made for each product colour one
at the control panel. To each control button, a Prefab, which is a pre-fabricated GameObject, of the
corresponding product is linked. These Prefabs are not physically present in the Digital Twin when
the Digital Twin is started. The three control buttons for adding products are illustrated in Figure
4.5.2, with the yellow box around it. To each of these control buttons, the C# script, which is given in
Appendix C.3.1, is added. The C# script uses the Unity function ‘Instantiate()’ in combination with
the click of the mouse on one of the three control buttons in order to add a product to the Digital Twin
when this is in play mode. In the function call to instantiate a product, the position and rotation for
the instantiated product in the Digital Twin are given. So, the added product is placed at this specific
point in the Digital Twin. Furthermore, it is possible on the real-time Festo Sorting workstation to
place the products with some randomness at the beginning of the conveyor belt. Besides this, it is also
possible to add products at the end of the Processing workstation or at the beginning of the conveyor
belt. These placing possibilities are treated in Section 4.5.2. The products that are added during play
mode in the Digital Twin are called ”clones” of the linked Prefabs. The buttons to add a product are
never disabled and therefore, it is possible to continue adding products to the Digital Twin. When the
Digital Twin is out of play mode, all the instantiated products are deleted automatically.
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Figure 4.5.2: The control panel of the Digital Twin. Yellow box: buttons for adding a product in the
corresponding colour. Green box: buttons in order to change the input mode between ‘On conveyor
belt’, ‘Manual from Processing workstation’, and ‘Automatic from Processing workstation’. Blue box:
buttons for changing incoming position place on conveyor belt at input mode ‘On conveyor belt’.

Delete products in Digital Twin
Because the Festo Sorting workstation is the last workstation of the production line, the products
must be removed from the slides. It is possible at the real-time Festo Sorting workstation to remove a
product at any place in the workstation. In order to get this behaviour in the Digital Twin, the added
products should have the option to be destroyed. The function ‘Destroy()’ from Unity is used in order
to do this inside a C# script, which is added to the Prefabs. This function destroys the GameObject.
A part of the C# script for deleting products is given in Listing 4.3. The full code of this C# script is
given in Appendix C.3.2.

20 void Update ()
21 {
22 // Delete product object clicked by the mouse in correct camera view.
23 if (Input.GetMouseButtonDown (0))
24 {
25 Ray ray1 = view1.ScreenPointToRay(Input.mousePosition);
26 Ray ray2 = view2.ScreenPointToRay(Input.mousePosition);
27 Ray ray3 = view3.ScreenPointToRay(Input.mousePosition);
28 Ray ray4 = view4.ScreenPointToRay(Input.mousePosition);
29 RaycastHit hit;
30
31 if (
32 (coll.Raycast(ray1 , out hit , 10000.0f) && view1.pixelRect.Contains(Input.

mousePosition)) ||
33 (coll.Raycast(ray2 , out hit , 10000.0f) && view2.pixelRect.Contains(Input.

mousePosition)) ||
34 (coll.Raycast(ray3 , out hit , 10000.0f) && view3.pixelRect.Contains(Input.

mousePosition)) ||
35 (coll.Raycast(ray4 , out hit , 10000.0f) && view4.pixelRect.Contains(Input.

mousePosition))
36 )
37 {
38 Destroy(gameObject);
39 }
40 }
41 }

Listing 4.3: Current position for the gate pusher in the a gate C# script.

In order to destroy a product, its collider must be touched by the mouse button. In the update part
of the C# script, the mouse position is determined based on the current camera view (lines 25 - 28).
When the mouse button touches the product in the same camera view, the product will be destroyed.
In total, there are four camera views at the Digital Twin of the Festo Sorting workstation and therefore,
four conditions include the if-statement in lines 31 till 36 of Listing 4.3 to destroy a product.
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4.5.2 Position of added products

There are multiple options to add a product to the Festo Sorting workstation. There are two possible
start places where a product can be placed on the real-time workstation as well as in the Digital Twin:
at the ejector position of the Festo Processing workstation or at the beginning of the conveyor belt.
Both possible start places are given in Figure 4.5.3.

(a) Product place when product is placed at the ejector
position of the Festo Processing workstation.

(b) Product place when product is placed at the be-
ginning of the conveyor belt.

Figure 4.5.3: The two possible start places where a product can be placed on the Digital Twin.

In case the product is placed on the ejector position, the product can be manually been pushed into the
Festo Sorting workstation or by activating the actuator corresponding to the ejector. In both cases, the
black and red products will be transported to the classification area of the Festo Sorting workstation.
Because the silver/metal product is made from different material, the silver/metal products are pushed
less far when the ejector actuator is activated. With manually pushing, the silver/metal product will
reach also the classification area because of a higher used force. By bringing the availability of placing a
product into the Digital Twin, there are buttons made that can change between the input modes: ‘On
conveyor belt’, ’Manual from Processing workstation’, and ’Automatic from Processing workstation’.
These buttons are illustrated in Figure 4.5.2 with a green box. In order to read out the selected input
mode, a C# script is made and this one is given in Appendix C.3.3. Based on the pushed button, the
C# script determines if the input mode is ‘On conveyor belt’, ’Manual from Processing workstation’,
or ’Automatic from Processing workstation’ and gives as output a number. Besides that, the C# script
visualizes which input mode is selected by light up its button. The default input mode for placing a
product is at the beginning of the conveyor belt.

When the product is placed on the ejector position, the product is pushed immediately to the Festo
Sorting workstation in the Digital Twin. Based on the colour of the product and the input mode as
described above, the product is transported to the Festo Sorting workstation. Although the communi-
cation protocol between the Festo Processing workstation and Festo Sorting workstation is completely
dependent on the current state of the actuator ‘a sortingready’, this control strategy is not implemented
into the Digital Twin. The reason for this is that the control of the Festo Processing workstation is
not part of the Digital Twin and therefore, the user of the Digital Twin can eject products from the
Festo Processing workstation when the actuator ‘a sortingready’ is not true. However, the control of
the Festo Sorting workstation should anticipate on the current state of the ‘a sortingready’ actuator
to start the sorting or not in case a product is placed to the Festo Sorting workstation from the Festo
Processing workstation. The ejection of a product from the Festo Processing workstation is done with
a C# script and the full code of this C# script is given in Appendix C.3.4.
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If the input mode ‘On conveyor belt’ is chosen, the product will be placed at the beginning of the
conveyor belt. The product can be placed fully to the left side of the conveyor belt, fully to the right
side of the conveyor belt, in the middle of the conveyor belt, or at a random placed between the left
and right side of the conveyor belt. This positioning of the product can influence the classification
of the product at the Festo Sorting workstation. For example when the stopper is retracted and a
silver/metal product is placed to the right side of the conveyor belt, the classification sensors detect
this product as a red product instead of a silver/metal product. Therefore, this behaviour should also
be part of the Digital Twin. In the same way as is done for the input placing modes, a C# script
is made in combination with some buttons at the control panel for the positioning of the product on
the conveyor belt. These buttons are illustrated in Figure 4.5.2 with a blue box. Based on the pushed
button, the C# script determines if the position mode is ‘Left’, ’Middle’, ’Right’, or ’Random’ and
gives as output a number. The current position mode can be read out from the lighted button. Note
that the current position mode only affects when the input mode is the same as ‘On conveyor belt’.
The default position mode for adding products at the beginning of the conveyor belt is ‘Random’. The
full code of the C# script is given in Appendix C.3.5.

Based on outcome numbers of both mode scripts, the C# script that instantiates products places the
product at the correct position in the Digital Twin.

4.5.3 Status visualization of all sensors and actuators

In order to give the user in one glance all the current states of the actuators and sensors, a frame with
only indicator lights is added into the Digital Twin, see Figure 4.5.4. With self-made C# scripts, the
values of the indicator lights are attached to the corresponding sensor or actuator. Both scripts read
out the corresponding value of the sensor/actuator boolean and based on this status, the value of the
indicator light on the board is changed. In Appendices C.3.6 and C.3.7, both C# scripts are given.
The label of each sensor/actuator, which were described in Section 3.3, is popped up when the mouse
moves over the corresponding board LED. In Figure 4.5.4, the result is given in play mode when sensor
‘s product’ and actuator ‘a conveyer’ are activated.

(a) The created frame with indicator lights when all
sensors and actuators are deactivated.

(b) The created frame with indicator lights when sensor
‘s product’ and actuator ‘a conveyer’ are activated.

Figure 4.5.4: The created frame with indicator lights to give the user in one glance the current state
of all sensors and actuators.
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4.6 Logic implementation at the model

With the described functionality of the Festo Sorting workstation in the previous sections, the Digital
Twin of the Festo Sorting workstation can be used as standalone executable by using the manual mode
buttons described in Section 4.3.7. In order to real-time control the Digital Twin with an external
TwinCAT PLC project, this coupling is also investigated during this master thesis. Before the Digital
Twin can be controlled by a real-time controller in the TwinCAT project, logic must be implemented
into the Digital Twin. The Digital Twin and TwinCAT controller exchange I/O signals by using of
logic components. In this section, the implementation of the logic components is discussed and the
coupling between the Digital Twin and TwinCAT project is explained.

4.6.1 Pre Logic Simulator

To connect the I/O between the Digital Twin and the TwinCAT PLC project, each sensor and actuator
must have a logic component in order to make a connection with an external PLC. The software of
Prespective contains logic components for its standard components and therefore, it is possible to
control the standard components with an external PLC adapter. In order to get a correct function
of all logic components, these must be grouped under one GameObject in the Digital Twin and this
GameObject, which will be called ‘LogicSimulator’ during this thesis, needs the ‘Pre Logic Simulator’
script from Prespective. In the LogicSimulator, all settings in order to connect with the external PLC,
such as gateway settings and policy settings, are denoted. So, the function blocks and variable list
used in TwinCAT are generated here as well. By disabling the ‘LogicSimulator’, the connection with
an external PLC is not made and the Digital Twin works as standalone. In Figure 4.6.1, the inspector
of the ‘LogicSimulator’ for the Digital Twin of the Festo Sorting workstation is given.

Figure 4.6.1: The ‘LogicSimulator’ settings of the Digital Twin from the Festo Sorting workstation.

4.6.2 Logic Components

The logic components of the ‘LogicSimulator’ are linked to the corresponding GameObject in the Dig-
ital Twin. At the Digital Twin for the Festo Sorting workstation, two types of logic components are
used: one standard logic component for the sensors and one general logic component for the actuators.
The standard logic component for the sensors is made by Prespective and is the logic component
of an indicator light. Because for each actuator a self-made C# script, based on the general form
as explained in Section 4.3.2, is written, the logic component for an actuator is also self-made and
therefore, no standard logic component of Prespective’s software is used.
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The actuator can be activated by the control program or by the manual mode buttons as was described
in Section 4.3.7. For activating the actuator by the control program, the actuator script imported a
boolean toggle script for its ‘Auto’ variable. With the boolean toggle script and the linked boolean
toggle logic script, the signal can be received from the external PLC, which will be a TwinCAT PLC
project in this master thesis. The C# boolean toggle script is given in Listing 4.4. In this script, a
boolean and a void Toggle are defined and when another (logic) script calls the toggle void, it updates
the boolean in the script.

1 using System.Collections;
2 using System.Collections.Generic;
3 using UnityEngine;
4
5 public class BoolToggle : MonoBehaviour
6 {
7 public bool Boolean = false;
8
9 public void Toggle(bool oToggle)

10 {
11 Boolean = oToggle;
12 }
13 }

Listing 4.4: Boolean Toggle C# script to update the actuator boolean value.

As described above, the logic components are part of the connection between the Digital Twin and an
external control program, like a TwinCAT PLC project. In Listing 4.5, a small part of the logic C#
script for toggling the actuator boolean is given. The full code of this C# script is given in Appendix
C.4.1. This C# script is made by looking to the current standard logic components in the software of
Prespective. In the listed part, the part to trigger the void Toggle of the Boolean Toggle C# script
is given. The function void onSignalChanged is called every game frame and not what the name
suggests, each time the signal is changed in TwinCAT. When this function is called, the actuator state
from the external adapter will read and stored. If the value of this boolean is changed, it will toggle
the actuator state in the Digital Twin by the C# boolean toggle script.

49 void onSignalChanged(SignalInstance _signal , object _newValue , DateTime _newValueReceived ,
object _oldValue , DateTime _oldValueReceived)

50 {
51 switch (_signal.definition.defaultSignalName)
52 {
53 case "oToggle":
54 oToggle = (bool)_newValue;
55 if (StoredBoolValue != oToggle)
56 {
57 StoredBoolValue = oToggle;
58 this.BooleanToggle.Toggle(oToggle);
59 }
60 break;
61 default:
62 Debug.LogWarning("Unknown Signal received:" + _signal.definition.

defaultSignalName);
63 break;
64 }
65 }

Listing 4.5: Small part of the Boolean Toggle Logic C# script to read the data out of TwinCAT.

4.6.3 Exporting to TwinCAT

If for all sensors and actuators the logic components are created and assigned to the ‘LogicSimulator’,
the needed function blocks and the global variable list can be generated for the control program. In
the function blocks, the attributes of the logic component can be found. The generated global variable
list contains all the logic components with its attributes. In the global variable list, it is possible to
read the current state of each local component in the Digital Twin and to write different settings for
changing the current state of the component in the Digital Twin.
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To get corresponding names between the generated global variable list and the components in the
Digital Twin, there are two feasible solutions: Generate a separate function block for each sensor
and actuator or Generate a function block for each type of logic component. In both solutions, the
settings in the tab ‘Signal Naming Settings’ of the logic component must be changed. In the Unity
Inspector tab, the ‘Sim Address Path Format’ and ‘Plc Address Path Format’ settings are changed to
‘{{COMP NAME}}.{{IO NAME}}’ and ‘{{INST NAME}}.{{IO NAME}}’ respectively. Further at
the setting ‘Instance Naming Rule’, the PLC name format for in the control program is given.

With generating a separate function block for each sensor and actuator, the PLC naming format of
each logic component can be separately defined and directly related to the corresponding Digital Twin
component. Examples for the PLC name format could be ‘GVLs.a conveyer’ or ‘GVLs.s optical’. A
big disadvantage of this option is that it would result in a lot of function block files that must be
imported into the TwinCAT PLC project but the advantage is that the relation between the function
block and the Digital Twin component is clear. With generating a function block for each type of
logic component, it is not possible to give each sensor or actuator a specific PLC name format but a
group PLC name format is used. With this solution, the actuators and sensors are linked with an index
to the PLC format group. Examples for the PLC group name format could be ‘GVLs.Actuator’. The
disadvantage of this solution is that the user needs to know which index belongs to which Digital Twin
component. The advantage of this solution is that there will be a few function blocks generated for
the coupling between the Digital Twin and an external PLC adapter.

If the first option was chosen, this would result in 29 function blocks (13 actuators, 12 sensors, and
4 user-interface buttons) for the Digital Twin of the Festo Sorting workstation, which is unnecessary
because the other option only has two function blocks after generation. Therefore, it is more practical
to use the second option with two group PLC formal names: one for the indicator lights and one for
the actuator boolean toggle.

Because of the choice to generate names by its logic component type, the following naming rules have
been applied to each of the logic component types in the Digital Twin of the Festo Sorting workstation:

1. All sensors. These all have a logic component of type ”IndicatorLightLogic” and thus are grouped
in the array ”IndicatorLight”.

2. All actuators. These all have a logic component of type ”BoolToggleLogic” and thus are grouped
in the array ”ActuatorBool”.

When the correct settings have been applied in the Digital Twin, the GVLs and function blocks can
be generated by the ‘LogicSimulator’ and assigned to the desired TwinCAT PLC project folder. As
a result of using the chosen option at the Digital Twin of the Festo Sorting workstation, the con-
veyor belt actuator boolean is denoted as GVLS.ActuatorBool[0] and the sensor ‘s product’ as
GVLS.IndicatorLight[14], for example.

At the generation of the function blocks, it is important to note that an input for the Digital Twin is
an output for the external control program and vice versa. Unfortunately, this is not yet implemented
in the current software version of Prespective and therefore, the variable types of the function block
should be changed to ensure the function block works correctly in the TwinCAT PLC project. In
this master thesis, it is chosen to exchange the input as well as the output attributes of each logic
component because then the communication between the Digital Twin and the TwinCAT PLC project
can be checked and it can be checked if the correct messages are sent and received. If both properties
are taken into account, this will result that an indicator light function block has as input attribute
”oValue” and as output attribute ”iValue”. So, the TwinCAT project reads the attribute ”iValue” as
input but this will be described as an output variable in the corresponding function block. The code of
the resulted function blocks and global variable list for the Digital Twin are given in Appendix C.4.2.
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4.6.4 TwinCAT implementation

When the GVLs and function blocks are generated, these can be imported into the TwinCAT project.
Before these can be used, the function blocks need to be modified as described in the previous section.
After coupling the I/O between the control program and the Digital Twin, the Digital Twin can be
used to test the generated supervisory controller for hardware-in-the-loop simulations.

Coupling I/O
When the supervisory controller is generated into TwinCAT PLC code, the inputs are merged into
a global variable list called ‘INPUTS’. The outputs of the control program are merged into a state
structure with prefix ‘dvar M ....’. The values of all sensors in the Digital Twin, which are inputs for
the control program, are assigned to the array ‘IndicatorLight’ and the values of all actuators in the
Digital Twin, which are outputs for the supervisory controller, are assigned to the array ‘ActuatorBool’.
To use the generated supervisory controller with the Digital Twin, the inputs and outputs of the Digital
Twin should be linked to the inputs and outputs of the control program. This coupling is done in a
separate PLC program (Unity (PRG)), which runs simultaneously as the MAIN program by adding its
PLC task in the TwinCAT PLC project. Some lines of this coupling program are given in Listing 4.6.

1 //// ACTUATORS ////
2 // Actuator controlled in Unity
3 GVLS.ActuatorBool [0]. oToggle := MAIN.state0.dvar_M_HardwareMap_out_a_conveyer;
4 GVLS.ActuatorBool [1]. oToggle := MAIN.state0.dvar_M_HardwareMap_out_a_stopperretract;
5
6 //// SENSORS ////
7 // Actuator position sensors
8 INPUTS.ivar_s_gate1_opened := GVLS.IndicatorLight [18]. iActive;
9 INPUTS.ivar_s_gate1_closed := GVLS.IndicatorLight [19]. iActive;

10 INPUTS.ivar_s_gate2_opened := GVLS.IndicatorLight [20]. iActive;
11 INPUTS.ivar_s_gate2_closed := GVLS.IndicatorLight [21]. iActive;

Listing 4.6: Some lines of the TwinCAT mapping program UNITY (PRG).

In lines 3 and 4, the control program outputs ‘a conveyer’ and ‘a stopperretract’ are coupled to the
corresponding actuator values of the Digital Twin. This ensures that the value of the actuators in the
Digital Twin matches with the value of the supervisory controller. In lines 8 till 11, the inputs of the
supervisory controller, in this case the positions sensors of the gate pushers, are coupled to the sensor
values from the Digital Twin. The full code of the I/O coupling in the TwinCAT Unity PRG between
the control program and the Digital Twin can be found in Appendix C.4.3.

Structure in TwinCAT
In total, there are four Digital Twin files added to the TwinCAT project for using the Digital Twin
in combination with the supervisory controller to do hardware-in-the-loop simulations. To obtain the
same hierarchy as in the control program, the function blocks and Unity PRG are added to the folder
POUs and the global variable list is added to the folder GVLs. The assigned task for the Unity program
is added under the PlcTask. As long as these four files are added in this way to the current TwinCAT
project hierarchy, the Digital Twin can be used to test the generated and implemented supervisory
controller.
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Chapter 5

Validation of the Digital Twin for
the Festo Sorting workstation

In this chapter, the Digital Twin of the Festo Sorting workstation is validated. The Digital Twin is
tested to see its functionality and to compare the obtained functionality with the functionality of the
real-time Festo Sorting workstation. Before the functionality is validated, the Digital Twin is validated
on component level in Section 5.1. After that, the Digital Twin is validated on its functionality in
Section 5.2.

5.1 Component validation of the Digital Twin

In order to indicate how accurate the Digital Twin is, the positions of all GameObject components
in the Digital Twin are checked. Furthermore, the different ranges for the sensors and the colliders
used in the Digital Twin are indicated and determined. Timing is a very crucial factor for the Festo
Sorting workstation and especially for the conveyor belt because there is no sensor detection during
transport from the classification area to the slide full sensor. Therefore in Section 5.1.2, the velocity
and acceleration for the conveyor belt in the Digital Twin are defined more precisely.

5.1.1 Position validation

Before the timing validation was done, the position validation for each sensor and actuator has been
done. Otherwise, the sensor is not at the correct position and wrong time indications can be obtained
during the time validation. The validation of component positions is also necessary because the real-
time Festo Sorting workstation is used a lot during the past years and possible some maintenance is
done at the setup.

The positions of the main parts of the Festo Sorting workstation, such as the conveyor belt, the slides,
and the product gates are determined by counting the slots in the trolley and by manually measuring
with a measuring line. The measured positions of these main parts are used to validate the positions
of the main parts in the Digital Twin. In case the position of a main part in the Digital Twin does
not correspond to the position of the main part on the real-time Festo Sorting workstation, the main
part in the Digital Twin is replaced on the correct position. With this position validation of the main
parts, the basis of the Digital Twin is positioned correctly and is the same as it is at the real-time
Festo Sorting workstation. With this fixed basis and the correct dimensions of a product, the position
of the classification area is determined on the real-time Festo Sorting workstation and applied to the
Digital Twin. In Figure 5.1.1, it can be seen that the classification area of the Digital Twin looks like
identically placed at the position as it is on the real-time Festo Sorting workstation.
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(a) Classification area at the real-time Festo Sorting
workstation. (b) Classification area at the Digital Twin.

Figure 5.1.1: Determine the exact position of the classification area in the Digital Twin in comparison
with the real-time Festo Sorting workstation.

The same is done for the position of the slide full sensor. The beam should interact with the sixth
product at the same place as is the case on the real-time Festo Sorting workstation. When this is the
case, the position of the slide full sensor is exactly the same as the real-time Festo Sorting workstation.
In Figure 5.1.2, the place where the beam of the slide full sensor in the Digital Twin interacts the sixth
product of the slide looks identically as it interacts on the real-time Festo Sorting workstation.

(a) Position of the slide full sensor beam at the real-
time Festo Sorting workstation.

(b) Position of the slide full sensor beam at the Digital
Twin.

Figure 5.1.2: Determine the exact position of the slide full sensor beam in the Digital Twin in com-
parison with the real-time Festo Sorting workstation.

By placing the classification area and the slide full sensor on the same places as at the real-time Festo
Sorting workstation, the timing validation in the next section is performed. In the same way, the range
for the color sensor component of the sensors ‘s optical’ and ‘s inductive’ as well as the range for the
box trigger colliders of sensor ‘s product’ are determined. The ranges for the color sensor components
are 0−15 for ‘s optical‘ and 0−5 for ‘s inductive’ respectively. The resulted ranges for the box trigger
colliders at sensor ‘s product’ are given in Figure 4.4.4 at Page 30.
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5.1.2 Timing validation

With each sensor and actuator on the correct position in the Digital Twin, the time to transport a
product from the classification area untill it is detected by the slide full sensor ‘s slidefull’ is determined.
Based on the colour of the product and the functionality of the tested supervisory controllers, it is
known in which slide a product is transported. By logging the test data and especially the values of
the actuator ‘a stopperretract’ and the sensors ‘s optical’, ‘s inductive’, and ‘s slidefull’, the transport
time can be determined for a specific slide. In TwinCAT a separate data logging program is made to
log the value of each actuator and each sensor while the tests are running. Each 0.05 seconds, the
values of the sensors and the actuators will be logged in this data logging program. The full code of
the data logging program is given in Appendix F.1. The data logging program runs simultaneously
with the MAIN program and will not have any affect on the performance of the controller. After each
test, the logged data has been collected and saved into a text file, which will be analysed at a later
moment. By converting the text file into a CSV file in Excel and analyse the CSV file with a Matlab
script, the results of a test can be visualized into plots. The defined Matlab script, which is given in
Appendix F.2, works as follows: it imports the CSV file and reads out all its data. Thereafter, the data
of each sensor or each actuator is plotted against the testing time. Furthermore, it is possible in the
Matlab script to plot multiple sensor data or actuator data in one plot as is done in Figure 5.1.3.

Figure 5.1.3: A resulted Matlab plot where the values of actuator ‘a stopperretract’ and sensors
‘s optical’, ‘s inductive’, and ‘s slidefull’ are given.

In this master thesis, the supervisory controller of 4TC00 group 4.05 from the year 2019-2020 [41] is
used to describe and determine the timing validation for transport the product from the classification
area to the slides. A silver product is transported to the first slide, a red product is transported to the
second slide, and a black product is transported to the last slide. Because the values are logged each
0.05 seconds, the difference between the time before ‘a stopperretract’ becomes 1 and the time before
‘s slidefull’ becomes 1 will be the time to transport the product from the classification area till falling
into the slide. In Figure 5.1.4, an example is given and the obtained transport time for this example will
be the difference between 59.75 and 61.35. So, the time to transport this product was 1.60 seconds.
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Figure 5.1.4: Method to determine the transport time of each product. By reading out the time values
of ‘a stopperretract’ and ‘s slidefull’ before these are activated, the transport time from the stopper to
the slide of a product can be obtained.

First, all results of tests, which were done at the real-time Festo Sorting workstation, are analysed in the
way as described above. This results in the following transport timing ranges: the silver products are
transported between 1.55−1.8 seconds to the first slide with an average of approximately 1.67 seconds,
the red products are transported between 2.3 − 2.5 seconds to the second slide with an average of
approximately 2.4 seconds, and the black products are transported between 2.75− 2.9 seconds to the
last and third slide with an average of approximately 2.82 seconds.

Based on the velocity and the acceleration of the conveyor belt, the transport time of a product from
the classification area to the corresponding slide is determined for the Digital Twin. In the same way
as is done for tests on the real-time Festo Sorting workstation, the results of tests with the supervisory
controller in the Digital Twin are logged and analysed. By testing different velocities and different
accelerations, which will be treated in Section 5.2.2, the best approach to the values of the real-time
Festo Sorting workstation are obtained at a velocity of 750 deg/s and an acceleration of 3500 deg/s/s
for the DC motor of the conveyor belt in the Digital Twin. With this settings, the silver products
are transported to the first slide with an average of approximately 1.59 seconds, the red products are
transported to the second slide with an average of approximately 2.35 seconds, and the black products
are transported to the last slide with an average of approximately 2.86 seconds. These tests are also
done with the other supervisory controllers treated in Section 5.2.3 and also with those controllers,
the approximated transport time for each slide is almost the same for the real-time Festo Sorting
workstation as for the Digital Twin.

5.2 Functionality validation of the Digital Twin

To validate the functionality of the Digital Twin for the Festo Sorting workstation, three validation
steps are taken. The first step is to validate manual the functionality of the sensors and the actuators
of the Digital Twin in combination with TwinCAT. Second, the functionality of small parts of the
Digital Twin is validated. At last, three supervisory controllers from student groups of last year for the
course 4TC00 are tested on the Digital Twin as well as on the real-time Festo Sorting workstation and
the functionality of both systems is compared to each other.
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5.2.1 Validation tests based on manual testing

The first validation test is done by testing the actuators and the sensors manually. In order to do this,
the values of the logic components in the generated global variable list in TwinCAT are changed by
forcing the value.

All the actuator booleans are false during the default configuration. By forcing the boolean value to
true in TwinCAT, the actuator should be moved its movement in the Digital Twin. As an example
test, the value of the stopper is set to true and therefore, the stopper should move to its retracted
position in the Digital Twin. The result of this test is given in Figure 5.2.1.

Figure 5.2.1: Left: The value of a stopperretract forced in TwinCAT. Right: The stopper moved to its
retracted position in the Digital Twin.

The correct behaviour is obtained in the Digital Twin when the value of the stopper actuator is forced
in TwinCAT. These tests have been repeated for each actuator and at each actuator, the correct
behaviour is seen in the Digital Twin. Then, the sensors are tested. Some sensors are true initially
because the position of the gate, for example, is in at the default configuration and therefore, the
position sensor ‘s gate1 opened’ should be true. When the first gate pusher is activated, this sensor
should become false. The result of this test is given in Figure 5.2.2.

Figure 5.2.2: Left: The value of s gate1 opened (indicator light 18) is true in TwinCAT. Right: The
first gate pusher is activated and s gate1 opened become false in TwinCAT.
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Also for the sensors, the correct behaviour is obtained in the Digital Twin and in TwinCAT. These tests
are done for each sensor in the Digital Twin and all succeeded. Based on the test results for all sensors
and all actuators, it can be concluded that the Digital Twin integration with TwinCAT is successfully
done and works in any case.

5.2.2 Validation tests based on small functionality

With the manual validation tests, it has been shown that the sensors and the actuators from the
Digital Twin work correctly. However, the combined functionality between sensors and actuators is
not validated yet. With small validation tests, this functionality is validated as well. In total, there
are four self-made small functional validation tests created and executed on the Digital Twin and
on the real-time workstation. The listing of all validation tests are given in Appendix D. In case all
four functional validation tests succeeded and give permissible results, the main functionality from the
real-time workstation is correctly implemented in the Digital Twin. The four self-made tests are:

1. Detect a product at the beginning of the conveyor belt.

2. Determine the colour of the product in the classification area.

3. Determine the speed of the conveyor belt.

4. Investigate the critical timing for activating the gate pushers.

Each validation test of the specific functionality is described below with the obtained results in the
Digital Twin in comparison with the results on the real-time Festo Sorting workstation.

Validate functionality to detect a product
The first important function of the Festo Sorting workstation is to detect the products at the beginning
of the conveyor belt. In order to test this, a small controller is built in the same way as will be done
in the course 4TC00. The automaton code of this controller is given in Listing 5.1. Each time sensor
‘s product’ becomes active, the automaton adds one to its counter.

68 automaton Product:
69 disc int count = 0;
70
71 location off:
72 initial;
73 edge when s_product do count := count + 1 goto on;
74
75 location on:
76 edge when not s_product goto off;
77 end

Listing 5.1: The CIF automaton code for testing the small functionality to detect a product and to
count the counter.

Each possibility to add a product, described in Section 4.5.2, is tested at the real-time Festo Sorting
workstation and at the Digital Twin in combination with this small controller. In each case on both
systems, the product is detected and the counter is incremented by 1. Therefore, this small func-
tionality validation test is succeeded and the Digital Twin contains the same functionality to detect a
product as the real-time Festo Sorting workstation has at the beginning of the conveyor belt.

Validate functionality to determine the colour of a product
Another important function of the Festo Sorting workstation is to determine the colour of the product
so that it can be sorted properly. In the same way as is done for the previous small validation test, a
small controller is made with one automaton. The automaton code of this controller is given in Listing
5.2. Initial the controller starts in state ‘idle’ and goes to state ‘wait’ when a product is detected with
sensor ‘s product’ and the start button is pushed. During the state ‘wait’, the product is transported
by the conveyor belt to the classification area. In the state ‘detect’, the colour of the product is
determined by reading out the values from sensors ‘s optical’ and ‘s inductive’ and the specific counter
of the colour is incremented by 1.
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79 automaton Detection:
80 disc bool silver_product = false;
81 disc bool red_product = false;
82 disc bool black_product = false;
83 disc int countSilver = 0;
84 disc int countRed = 0;
85 disc int countBlack = 0;
86 cont t der 1; //timer
87
88 location idle:
89 initial;
90 edge when s_product and s_Sstartbutton do t:=0,
91 silver_product := false ,
92 red_product := false ,
93 black_product := false goto wait;
94
95 location wait:
96 edge when t>1 goto detect;
97
98 location detect:
99 edge when s_optical and s_inductive do silver_product := true ,

100 countSilver := countSilver + 1 goto idle;
101 edge when s_optical and not s_inductive do red_product := true ,
102 countRed := countRed + 1 goto idle;
103 edge when not s_optical and not s_inductive do black_product := true ,
104 countBlack := countBlack + 1 goto idle;
105 end

Listing 5.2: The CIF automaton code for testing the small functionality to determine the colour of a
product and to count the specific counter.

Each product colour is tested in combination with this small controller at the real-time Festo Sorting
workstation. The results of one validation test at the real-time Festo Sorting workstation is given in
Figure 5.2.3. In this example, first a black product is detected, then a silver product, and at last, a
red product. The counters of the products are incremented by 1 and the specific boolean to indicate
the product colour becomes ‘true’. The same results are obtained by testing this small controller
with the Digital Twin of the Festo Sorting workstation. Therefore, this small functionality validation
test is succeeded and the Digital Twin contains the same functionality as the real-time Festo Sorting
workstation has for determining the colour of the product.

Figure 5.2.3: Above: The three different product colours at the classification area. Below: The values
of the colour counters and colour booleans in the TwinCAT project.
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As described in Section 4.5.2, the positioning of the product on the conveyor belt in combination with
the state of the stopper influence the classification of a product. Therefore, the functionality of the
colour determination in combination with the state of the stopper is manually validated as well for
the Digital Twin. This is done by placing a product at the beginning of the conveyor belt and set
the stopper in a fixed position with the manual mode button. Then the product is transported to the
classification area by activating the conveyor belt and determine the colour of the product based on the
value of the classification sensors. In case the stopper is not activated, the same results are obtained
as with the small functionality test above. In case the stopper is retracted, the colour of the black and
red products is determined correctly for each position of the product at the beginning of the conveyor
belt. This is not the case for the silver/metal products. When a silver/metal product is placed on the
right side of the conveyor belt, the classification sensors detect this product as a red product instead of
a silver/metal product in the Digital Twin. The same functionality is obtained at the real-time Festo
Sorting workstation and therefore. this behaviour is correctly implemented into the Digital Twin.

Determine speed of the conveyor belt
To ensure that the products are moving in the Digital Twin with permissible speed compared to the
real-time Festo Sorting workstation, this small validation test is made. The controller to test this small
functionality is given in Listing 5.3. With the entered value of ‘disc real time’, it indicates how long
the conveyor belt is activated when the product is transported from the stopper to the end of the
conveyor belt. Based on the position of the product can be determined if the current velocity and
acceleration of the conveyor belt in the Digital Twin are permissible for its functionality. With a setting
of 2.1 seconds, the product moves from the stopper to the end of the conveyor belt at the real-time
Festo Sorting workstation. In the Digital Twin, this is obtained with a setting of 1.95 seconds. So,
the conveyor belt in the Digital Twin moves the product 7% faster than on the real-time Festo Sorting
workstation. Due to the remaining time of the graduation project and the fact that the validation and
testing need to be performed again, the difference of 7% could not be reduced to 0%. Therefore, this
reduction will be a recommendation for future research. Although, this percentage is acceptable and
permissible for the Digital Twin because the functionality of transport the products is within 10% of
the real-time functionality. Also, some factors such as material properties of the conveyor belt and the
products could not be identically implemented in the Digital Twin and therefore, these difference of
7% is considered permissible for the purpose of the Digital Twin in this master thesis. In Figure 5.2.4,
the difference in the position of the product is visualized given. As a result of the difference, it is logic
that the time values at the timing validation in Section 5.1.2 are slightly faster for the Digital Twin
then for the real-time Festo Sorting workstation.

107 automaton Speed:
108 disc bool AtStopper = false;
109 disc real Time = 2.1;
110 cont t der 1; // timer to move to stopper
111 cont tranport_time_conveyor der 1; // timer for transport
112
113 location idle:
114 initial;
115 edge when s_product and not s_Sautoswitch do t:=0 goto wait;
116
117 location wait:
118 edge when t > 1 do AtStopper := true goto startmove;
119
120 location startmove:
121 edge when AtStopper do tranport_time_conveyor := 0 goto move;
122
123 location move:
124 edge when tranport_time_conveyor >= Time goto idle;
125
126 end

Listing 5.3: The CIF automaton code for testing the small functionality to determine the speed of the
conveyor belt.
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Figure 5.2.4: Above: The result of the speed validation test at the real-time Festo Sorting workstation.
Below: The result of the speed validation test at the Digital Twin of the Festo Sorting workstation.

Validate functionality of activating gate pushers
The last small functionality validation test is related to the activation of the gate pushers on different
time moments. Because there are no sensors to indicate where the product is on the conveyor belt
after the stopper, the gate pushers are activated based on a timer setting. It is possible to activate
the gate pusher directly after the colour of the product is determined but it is also possible to activate
the gate pusher when the product is close to the slide. With this small functionally test, the reaction
of activating the gate pusher at different times is demonstrated. In the same way as is done at the
previous validation test, the time setting is changed during the test for gate pusher 1 and gate pusher
2. The obtained results are given in Table 5.2.1. The CIF code of this controller is given in Listing 5.4.

Table 5.2.1: Results activating gate pusher 1 and gate pusher 2 on different time settings.

Time setting
(in seconds)

Product pushed in
slide at Digital Twin

Product pushed in slide at real-
time Festo Sorting workstation

Gate pusher 1

≤ 0.9 Yes Yes
0.95 Yes Yes
1.0 No Yes
1.1 No No
≥ 1.2 No No

Gate pusher 2

≤ 1.4 Yes Yes
1.5 Yes Yes
1.6 Yes Yes
1.7 No Yes
1.75 No No
≥ 1.8 No No

128 automaton Transport:
129 disc bool AtStopper = false;
130 disc real Time_gate_1 = 0.4;
131 disc real Time_gate_2 = 1.4;
132 cont t der 1; // timer transport from begin to stopper
133 cont tranport_time_gate_1 der 1; //timer from stopper to gate 1
134 cont tranport_time_gate_2 der 1; //timer from stopper to gate 2
135 disc bool gate_2 = false;
136
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137 location idle:
138 initial;
139 edge when s_product and s_Sautoswitch do t:=0 goto wait;
140
141 location wait:
142 edge when t > 1 do AtStopper := true goto startmove;
143
144 location startmove:
145 edge when AtStopper and not gate_2 do tranport_time_gate_1 := 0 goto move_to_slide_1;
146 edge when AtStopper and gate_2 do tranport_time_gate_2 := 0 goto move_to_slide_2;
147
148 location move_to_slide_1:
149 edge when tranport_time_gate_1 >= Time_gate_1 goto push_in_1;
150
151 location push_in_1:
152 edge when s_slidefull goto idle;
153
154 location move_to_slide_2:
155 edge when tranport_time_gate_2 >= Time_gate_2 goto push_in_2;
156
157 location push_in_2:
158 edge when s_slidefull goto idle;
159 end

Listing 5.4: The CIF automaton code for testing the small functionality on different activation times
for the gate pushers.

Based on the results, it can be concluded that the critical time value for activating gate pusher
1 is around time setting 1.0 seconds and for activating gate pusher 2, the critical time setting is
around 1.6 seconds. The differences in resulted behaviour between the Digital Twin and the real-time
workstation are caused by the difference in speed of the conveyor belt and the manner how the gate
pushers are implemented in the Digital Twin.

5.2.3 Validation tests based on complete supervisory controllers

The total functionality from the Digital Twin of the Festo Sorting workstation is validated with three
complete supervisory controllers. These controllers were used as final assignment in the course 4TC00
2019 - 2020 by student groups 4.05 [41], 4.06[42], and 4.11 [43]. However the essence of each con-
troller is to sort the products into the correct slide, all three supervisory controllers are tested with the
Digital Twin to validate the functionality of the Digital Twin. This is done because every controller
sorts the products differently and there are also differences in the timing of activating the gate pushers.
All three supervisory controllers work on the real-time Festo Sorting workstation and in Appendix E,
the behaviour of each controller on the real-time Festo Sorting workstation are described.

The 1st supervisory controller is made by student Group 4.06. With this controller, the red products
are sorted in slide 1, the silver products are sorted in slide 2, and the black products are sorted in slide
3. The Digital Twin of the Festo Sorting workstation illustrates the same behaviour as is obtained at
the real-time Festo Sorting workstation. At testing, it only occurs that the status of the automaton
‘Signal’ stays in stop and does not move to start. Because this occurs at both systems, there should
be something wrong with the generated PLC controller code. After all tests with this controller, it can
be concluded that the validation with controller # 1 is successful.

The 2nd supervisory controller is made by student Group 4.05. In this controller, the silver products
are sorted in slide 1, the red products are sorted in slide 2, and the black products are sorted in the
same slide as the first controller: slide 3. In contrast to the first validated supervisory controller,
this controller activates the corresponding gate pusher immediately after classifying the colour of the
product. With this second controller, the Digital Twin of the Festo Sorting workstation shows exactly
the same behaviour as is obtained at the real-time Festo Sorting workstation. In the Digital Twin, it is
not possible to put a product back on the conveyor belt in cases it is just removed and therefore, with
this controller, the reset procedure is always executed when a product is removed from the conveyor
belt before the slide full sensor detects it into the Digital Twin. Nevertheless, it can be concluded that
the validation with controller # 2 is successful as well because the same behaviour of the actuators
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and sensors is obtained in the Digital Twin as with the real-time Festo Sorting workstation is obtained.
This applies for both modes, manual mode and automatic mode.

The third and last complete supervisory controller, which will be used to validate the total functionality
of the Digital Twin, is made by student Group 4.11. The black products are sorted in slide 1, the silver
products are sorted in slide 2, and the red products are sorted in slide 3 with this controller. In contrast
to the other validated controllers, this controller activates the corresponding gate pusher with critical
timing and so, it is possible to see how the Digital Twin will behave in these cases. Also with this
last controller, the Digital Twin of the Festo Sorting workstation shows exactly the same behaviour
as is obtained at the real-time Festo Sorting workstation. The handling of the occurred errors works
correctly on the real-time Festo Sorting workstation as into the Digital Twin. Thus, the validation with
this controller # 3 is just like the other two supervisory controllers successful. Therefore, it can be
concluded that the functionality of the Digital Twin is the same as the functionality of the real-time
Festo Sorting workstation.
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Chapter 6

Applicability Digital Twin of the
Festo Sorting workstation in the
course 4TC00

In this chapter, the applicability for using the Digital Twin of the Festo Sorting workstation in the
course 4TC00 is described. Furthermore, some improvements compared to the current way of working
in the course 4TC00 are described as a result of using the Digital Twin. First, the conversion from CIF
to TwinCAT PLC code is treated in Section 6.1. In Section 6.2, the connection between the TwinCAT
project and the real-time Festo Sorting workstation is treated. At last in Section 6.3, it is described
how the Digital Twin is delivered to the students to use it in the course 4TC00.

6.1 Exporting CIF controller model to TwinCAT PLC project

As mentioned before, the controller file must be converted from CIF to PLC code to run the controller
on the real-time Festo Sorting workstation or on the Digital Twin. There are two options for exporting
the CIF controller model to a TwinCAT PLC project. The first option is the way how it is currently
done at the course 4TC00 by generating a complete TwinCAT project. The code for generating PLC
code in this way is given in Listing 6.1. With the other and second option, the CIF controller model is
exported to an open XML file and this file is imported in a TwinCAT project. The code for exporting
the CIF controller to an open XML file is given in Listing 6.2.

1 cif3plc("generated_files/merged.cif",
2 "-o C:/Users/bramv/Desktop/TEST",
3 "-t twincat");

Listing 6.1: The CIF tooldef code to export the CIF controller to a TwinCAT PLC project as is currently
done in course 4TC00.

1 cif3plc("generated_files/merged.cif",
2 "-o generated_files/controller_2_PLC_Sorting.xml",
3 "-t plc -open -xml");

Listing 6.2: The CIF tooldef code to export the CIF controller to a TwinCAT PLC project by using an
open XML file.

Each option has advantages and disadvantages. The main advantage of the first option is that the
TwinCAT PLC project is automatically changed each time the CIF controller has changed. However,
the main disadvantage is that the whole TwinCAT PLC project will be overwritten and therefore, the
needed GVLs and POUs from the Digital Twin are deleted and these must be imported again every
time the CIF controller is changed. For the other option, it is the main advantage that the open XML
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file can be easily be imported into the TwinCAT PLC project. In this way, the GVLs and POUs of
the Digital Twin are kept and there is less effort involved when the CIF controller changes. The main
disadvantage of this second option is that the changes are only being implemented after importing the
open XML file in the TwinCAT PLC project.

All this considered, it is still better to use the method for exporting the CIF controller to an open
XML file in case the Digital Twin will be used in the course 4TC00. In TwinCAT, the generated
open XML file can be imported by clicking right on the PLC project in TwinCAT and selecting ‘Import
PLCopenXML’. With this method, it is also possible for students to use the open XML file as a back-up
in cases when the new supervisory controller does not work as expected.

6.2 Connection with real-time Festo Sorting workstation

The idea of using a Digital Twin in the course 4TC00 is that students can test their supervisory con-
troller already at home instead of at the Festo production line by hardware-in-the-loop simulations.
A consequence of this is that the students must install the TwinCAT software on their own devices.
Although, this could not be obligated to the students and therefore, there will be still two options to
connect with the real-time Festo Sorting workstation: with TwinCAT on an own laptop device or with
TwinCAT on the available desktop PC at the university. In case of both options, there are still three
physical connections possible. These possibilities will be treated below and compared to each other.

The first possible physical connection is the current physical connection with a directly linked Ethernet
cable from the real-time Festo Sorting workstation to the device with the TwinCAT software. A
schematic view of this physical connection is given in Figure 6.2.1. However, this physical connection
is not convenient for using between the different student groups in 4TC00 because the Ethernet cable
must be plugged in between the Desktop PC and the laptop device when a different group is testing
at the real-time Festo Sorting workstation. Especially when the Ethernet cable must be plugged into
the Desktop PC, this can be time-consuming because the desktop PC must be restarted to see the
Ethernet connection.

Figure 6.2.1: Schematic view of the physical connection with a directly linked Ethernet cable.

The second possible physical connection is by using a USB-Ethernet adapter to connect the Ethernet
cable with the TwinCAT software device. In Figure 6.2.2, the schematic view of this physical connection
is given. Because the USB ports are in front at the Desktop PC, the changing of the plugin will be
faster then is the case with a direct Ethernet cable.

Figure 6.2.2: Schematic view of the physical connection with a USB-Ethernet adapter.
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With both possibilities, it is possible to connect with the real-time Festo Sorting workstation from a
Desktop PC or an own laptop device and to run the controller in the TwinCAT project. Unfortunately,
there is one big disadvantage to both possibilities. On the used Ethernet or USB port, specific TwinCAT
drivers must be installed to connect with the Beckhoff I/O module from the real-time Festo Sorting
workstation. The driver can be installed by clicking on ‘TwinCAT’ −→ ‘Show Realtime Ethernet Com-
patible devices..’ in the TwinCAT PLC project. As a consequence of installing the TwinCAT driver,
the driver from Windows will be overwritten and the other same types of ports available on the device
will not work anymore until the device is restarted. Because most devices have more USB ports than
Ethernet ports, it is recommended to use the Ethernet port in the course 4TC00 for a connection with
the real-time Festo Sorting workstation. In this way, the USB ports are still working and students can
use the USB ports to save files for example. Besides, the Ethernet port is not needed by the students
for getting internet because there is wireless internet available at the university. In case the students
will not install the TwinCAT drivers on their own laptops, the students can use the Desktop PC. On
the Desktop PC, the drivers can easily be installed on the specific Ethernet port because this Ethernet
port will only be used to connect with the Festo Sorting workstation and not for any other purpose.

The last and best option for the physical connection with the real-time Festo Sorting workstation is to
extend the first option with a switch between the devices. In this case, the Ethernet cables can stay
in the devices. When the student group decides to use the Desktop PC, the Ethernet cable for the
laptop device will not be used and is only connected to the switch without a coupled device. When
the own laptop device is used by the students, the Desktop PC is not used and therefore, the Ethernet
cable in the Desktop PC does not affect the connection. Figure 6.2.3 illustrates the schematic view
of this physical connection. This option has been assessed as best to used in the course 4TC00 for
the students because it is most user-friendly and easy to implement. Moreover, the students are not
obligated to use their own laptop devices for testing their supervisory controller on the real-time Festo
Sorting workstation.

Figure 6.2.3: Schematic view of the physical connection with a switch.
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6.3 Delivery of the Digital Twin to the students

In order to use the Digital Twin at the course 4TC00 in combination with the supervisory controller,
the used device needs to have the TwinCAT software. Since not every Desktop PC at the university
has the TwinCAT software and the Desktop PC from the university is not available at home, it is
recommended to use an own laptop device when the Digital Twin is used in the course 4TC00. To
ensure that each student group has the same Digital Twin, the Digital Twin of the Festo Sorting
workstation made during this master thesis is shared and used in the course 4TC00. The delivery of
the Digital Twin to the students from the course 4TC00 can be done in two ways.

In the first place, it is possible in Unity to export the current package of the Digital Twin. With
this option, all the settings and items can be exported into a ‘.unitypackage’ file. This file can easily
be imported into a new Unity project. However with this option, the students need to download the
same version of Unity as is used during the master thesis Unity 2019.3.10f1 and the students can
make adjustments to the Digital Twin after importing. This can create differences between the Digital
Twin of student groups and that is not desirable. Furthermore, the Unity program takes up a lot of
storage at the computer. In total, 4 GB storage is needed for the Unity program itself and storage of
approximately 1.5 GB for each made project.

The second option for delivering the Digital Twin to the students of the course 4TC00 is by generating
a build from the Digital Twin of the Festo Sorting workstation, which has a storage of about 100 MB.
In this case, an ‘.exe’ file is generated into a folder and with this executable, the Digital Twin can
be started and used. The students get the whole folder as ‘.zip’ file to place it on their own laptop
devices. After login at the TwinCAT PLC project and starting the executable, the students can start
and test their supervisory controller. With this option, the student groups do not have to install Unity
software and it is not possible to made changes to the Digital Twin. So, the Digital Twin will look like
the same as it is made during this master graduation project.

In short, the Digital Twin can easily be used in the course 4TC00 and it gives the students the possibility
to do hardware-in-the-loop simulations with their supervisory controller without testing at the real-time
Festo Sorting workstation. The Digital Twin can be shared with the course students by a build to ensure
that the Digital Twin remains the same for all students and to ensure that unnecessary storage is taken
in use, which can influence the performance of the device. Furthermore, the Digital Twin gives the
students of the course 4TC00 understanding how the real-time Festo Sorting workstation works without
being physically present at the Festo Sorting workstation.
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Chapter 7

Conclusion and Recommendations

7.1 Conclusions

The Digital Twin has been developed using the gaming engine Unity in combination with the Pre-
spective plugin. It is possible in Unity to import 3D CAD models quickly from different 3D software
programs. Additionally, the widely supported range of physics and the way to add behaviour or func-
tionality with C# scripts is very relevant for building Digital Twins. Furthermore, with the addition
of the Prespective plugin to Unity, it is easier and faster to use predefined industrial components for
implementing the behaviour and functionality of the system in the Digital Twin. At the same time,
the tools in the Prespective software to connect the Digital Twin with an external PLC through prede-
fined supported adapters, such as Beckhoff TwinCAT ADS or OPC UA, are very useful for the use of
Digital Twins in industrial systems. Currently, the first fully deployed software version of Prespective
is released. Unfortunately, this released version does still not contains aspects as pneumatic compo-
nents, linear motors, or control buttons. Therefore, a Digital Twin for industrial systems with these
components will have a combination of self-made C# scripts and predefined Prespective components
C# scripts in case the released Prespective software will be used.

Specifically for the Digital Twin of the Festo Sorting workstation, the following can be concluded.
The behaviour and functionality of the sensor and the actuator components from the Festo Sorting
workstation are implemented with standard Prespective components as well as with C# scripts in the
Digital Twin. The C# scripts written during this master thesis are focused on the functionality of the
component in the Digital Twin and not on the performance of the component in the Digital Twin.
In general, the Digital Twin does what it is supposed to do and it is a useful and functional Digital
Twin of the Festo Sorting workstation. The products can be added and removed, by clicking buttons,
in the Digital Twin of the Festo Sorting workstation. The user interface buttons, switch key, and
indicator lights are implemented in the Digital Twin to operate the Digital Twin standalone by the
user. Furthermore, the products are transported and sorted in the correct slide in the Digital Twin with
the conveyor belt and the gate pushers. The coupling between the Digital Twin and the TwinCAT
PLC project is done with four files: a global variable list for the Digital Twin components, the two
generated function blocks, and the mapping program to link the inputs and outputs variables. The
Digital Twin of the Festo Sorting workstation has been tested and validated in three steps. First, all
sensors and all actuators have been manually tested and validated on their functionality. Second, small
functionality tests, that contain parts of the Festo Sorting workstation, are executed and finally, three
existing supervisory controllers are tested to validate the total functionality of the Digital Twin.

Some parts of the Digital Twin of the Festo Sorting workstation need to be improved to optimize the
Digital Twin. Due to the remaining time of the graduation project, these improvements are not yet
implemented into the Digital Twin and these are left. In total, five improvements could be noticed and
considered. The first three improvements are related to the transport behaviour of a product in the
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Digital Twin. Based on the assigned material properties on the conveyor belt, gate pushers, and the
slides, the product is not transported with the same behaviour as it is on the real-time Festo worksta-
tion. In first place, the product is not always transported in a straight line on the conveyor belt. This
is denoted as a Prespective component bug because each time a material is assigned to the predefined
belt system component the product is not transported in a straight line and without a material, the
product is transported in a straight line. Secondly, the product experiences less friction effect when it
comes into contact with the gate pushers in the Digital Twin. This is probably caused by the material
properties on the multiple used box colliders, which ensure that the product follows the shape of the
gate pusher. The last improvement related to the transport behaviour is about the sliding of the
product in the slides. In the Digital Twin, the product slides a bit slower than it slides on the real-time
Festo workstation. By adjusting the assigned material property of the slide, the sliding behaviour of the
product in the Digital Twin could be improved. The fourth improvement of the Digital Twin is about
the transport functionality of a product on the conveyor belt and it is the reduction of the conveyor
belt speed difference from 7% to 0%. The last improvement of the Digital Twin is related to the user-
friendliness of the Digital Twin. The current visualization layout design for the sensor and actuator
status, which is described in Section 4.5.3, could be improved to give the user of the Digital Twin
a better insight in which indicator light represents which corresponding status of a sensor or an actuator.

Two main problems have been encountered in Unity and Prespective that need to be solved during the
development of the Digital Twin. The first problem was obtained in case a product should be deleted
by clicking the mouse button when the Digital Twin is in play mode and it was caused because not all
the needed information was used in the self-made C# script to delete a product. In order to determine
the position of the mouse in play mode, Unity has two parameters: the position of the mouse from each
camera and the current display of the mouse. In first place, only the position of the mouse was used
and therefore, a product could be deleted when the mouse is clicked at another display. By determining
the position and the current display, the products are only deleted when the mouse button clicks on
the product in the corresponding display as described at Page 36. The use of the generated function
blocks from the Digital Twin in the TwinCAT project, described in Section 4.6.3, was the second main
problem. By adapting the input and output variables of the generated function blocks, the function
blocks could be used for coupling the Digital Twin variables with the variables of the TwinCAT project.

The main goal of this master thesis was to develop a 3D Digital Twin of the Festo Sorting workstation
that can be used in the course 4TC00 in order to do hardware-in-the-loop simulations with supervisory
controllers and this goal has been met. The students demonstrate the behaviour and functionality
of the generated and implemented supervisory controller with the Festo Sorting workstation in the
Digital Twin. Based on the obtained results, the students can improve their controller model. When
the hardware-in-the-loop simulation gives required, safe, and the best functionality behaviour of the
supervisory controller, the supervisory controller could be tested on the real-time workstation. If stu-
dent groups use the real-time workstation just for a final test than can be expected that the real-time
workstation is used less than it was the case, the waiting time for students at the real-time Festo
workstation could be reduced, and the time-consuming for the teachers in the course 4TC00 could be
reduced as well. In general, Digital Twins can replace the physical systems complete in manufacturing
and other industrial systems as is done with the Festo Sorting workstation.

The contribution of this project is the exploration of the applicability of Digital Twins in combination
with supervisory controllers based on modeling language CIF. It is demonstrated how a Digital Twin
for such a system can be defined. It is shown that the Digital Twin can be applied to test a supervisory
controller and that almost the same real-time functionality and behaviour can be achieved with a
Digital Twin. The results achieved in this master thesis deliver a proof of concept for the applicability
of the Digital Twin method in general and in the course 4TC00 for the development of supervisory
control for a workstation of the Festo production line.
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7.2 Recommendations for future research

The first recommendation for further research is to test the Digital Twin of the Festo Sorting worksta-
tion with all the supervisory controllers made by the student groups in the course 4TC00 2019-2020.
In this master thesis, three existing supervisory controllers have been successfully tested but it could
be that the best supervisory controllers are taken. The behaviour of the Digital Twin in combination
with a bad supervisory controller has not been investigated.

Another recommendation for further research is to investigate the influence of the scale factor when
the model is imported into Unity. In this master thesis, the scale factor is not correctly adjusted due
to a mismatch between the dimensions of the imported CAD model (in mm) and Unity (in m) and
therefore, the model in the Digital Twin is 1000 times bigger than the actual workstation. One of the
obtained influences of the import scale factor is the display of lighting on components in the Digital
Twin. For the Digital Twin of the Festo Sorting workstation, this does not affect its functionality
but it will not give the correct representation as it should be. Therefore, it is relevant to investigate
what kind of influences the import scale factor could have and to ensure that the Digital Twin is a
reliable representation of the real-time system. It could be that the scale factor is not adjusted for
a specific reason, as is done in [37], where the scale factor is not correctly adjusted to have better
practical experience with using predefined Unity components and the imported model. However, this is
an example of personal preferences and it says nothing about the general influences of the scale factor.
So, future research could give the consequences of whether or not to adjust the scale factor.

The last recommendation for further research is to investigate the possibility to use the supervisory
controller to simultaneously control both the Digital Twin and the real-time Festo workstation. It
could be relevant to control both systems simultaneously to investigate if both systems show the same
behaviour. The implementation of this last recommendation can be done by selecting one of the two
user interface panels as input or by using an OR function in the supervisory controller. In case the
last option would be done, a distinction should be made between the variables in the CIF controller
model for the Digital Twin and for the real-time Festo workstation. For example, a separate variable
is needed for the start button of the real-time user interface and for the start button in the Digital
Twin. Both variables are set in the OR function to indicate that the start button is pushed and the
controller can react on it. At this moment the purpose of the Digital Twin in the course 4TC00 is to be
a digital replica of the real-time Festo Sorting workstation, which can be used for hardware-in-the-loop
simulations, and therefore, the Digital twin inputs and outputs are coupled to the same CIF variables
as when the real-time workstation is used.
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Appendix A

Appendix A: Actuators and sensors
of the Sorting workstation

A.1 Actuator and sensor locations

Figure A.1.1: The locations of the actuators and sensors on the Festo Sorting workstation.
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Figure A.1.2: The actuators and sensors on the control panel of the Festo Sorting workstation.
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Appendix B

Appendix B: Importing a CAD file
into Unity

The following steps are taken to convert the CAD file into Unity. Within these steps, the CAD file is
converted to a Collada file. After that, this Collada file is imported into Unity.

1. Import the STP-file in 3d Juump Ace.

2. Change the hierarchy names to part names (option in 3d Juump Ace).

3. Export to Collada (.dea).

4. Move the Collada file to the Unity project directory.

5. Click on the Collada file in Unity and set the scale to 1. Apply the changes.

6. Drag the Collada file to the scene in Unity.
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Appendix C

Appendix C: C# scripts Digital Twin

C.1 Kinematics and actuation

C.1.1 State Festo Sorting workstation

1 using System.Collections;
2 using System.Collections.Generic;
3 using UnityEngine;
4
5 public class StateSorting : MonoBehaviour
6 {
7 public BoolToggle Auto;
8 public u040.prespective.referenceobjects.userinterface.lights.IndicatorLight Manual;
9 public u040.prespective.referenceobjects.userinterface.lights.IndicatorLight LED_status;

10
11 public bool a_sortingready;
12
13 // Update is called once per frame
14 void Update ()
15 {
16 a_sortingready = Auto.Boolean || Manual.IsActive;
17
18 if (a_sortingready == true)
19 {
20 LED_status.SetActive(true);
21 }
22
23 else
24 {
25 LED_status.SetActive(false);
26 }
27 }
28 }

Listing C.1: Full code State Sorting C# script.

C.1.2 Moving conveyor belt

1 using System.Collections;
2 using System.Collections.Generic;
3 using UnityEngine;
4
5 public class Conveyer : MonoBehaviour
6 {
7 public u040.prespective.referenceobjects.kinetics.motor.dcmotor.DCMotor Motor;
8 public BoolToggle Auto;
9 public u040.prespective.referenceobjects.userinterface.lights.IndicatorLight Manual;

10 public u040.prespective.referenceobjects.userinterface.lights.IndicatorLight LED_Conveyer;
11
12 public bool a_conveyer;
13
14 // Update is called once per frame
15 void Update ()
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16 {
17 a_conveyer = Auto.Boolean || Manual.IsActive;
18
19 if (a_conveyer == true)
20 {
21 Motor.StartRotation ();
22 LED_Conveyer.SetActive(true);
23 }
24
25 else
26 {
27 Motor.StopRotation ();
28 LED_Conveyer.SetActive(false);
29 }
30 }
31 }

Listing C.2: Full code Conveyer C# script.

C.1.3 Moving stopper

1 using System.Collections;
2 using System.Collections.Generic;
3 using UnityEngine;
4
5 public class PusherStopper : MonoBehaviour
6 {
7 public u040.prespective.referenceobjects.kinetics.motor.servomotor.DrivenServoMotor

ServoMotor;
8 public BoolToggle Auto;
9 public u040.prespective.referenceobjects.userinterface.lights.IndicatorLight Manual;

10 public u040.prespective.referenceobjects.userinterface.lights.IndicatorLight ValveLed;
11
12 public bool a_stopperretract;
13
14 // Start is called before the first frame update
15 void Start()
16 {
17 ServoMotor.PreferredVelocity = 20000;
18 ServoMotor.IsActive = true;
19 }
20
21 // Update is called once per frame
22 void Update ()
23 {
24 a_stopperretract = Auto.Boolean || Manual.IsActive;
25
26 if (a_stopperretract == true)
27 {
28 ServoMotor.TargetAngle = -73;
29 ValveLed.SetActive(true);
30 }
31
32 else
33 {
34 ServoMotor.TargetAngle = -43;//0;
35 ValveLed.SetActive(false);
36 }
37 }
38 }

Listing C.3: Full code Stopper C# script.

C.1.4 Moving gate pushers

1 using System.Collections;
2 using System.Collections.Generic;
3 using UnityEngine;
4
5 public class GatePusher : MonoBehaviour
6 {
7 public u040.prespective.referenceobjects.kinetics.motor.servomotor.DrivenServoMotor

ServoMotor;
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8 public BoolToggle Auto;
9 public u040.prespective.referenceobjects.userinterface.lights.IndicatorLight Manual;

10 public u040.prespective.referenceobjects.userinterface.lights.IndicatorLight LED_pusher_in;
11 public u040.prespective.referenceobjects.userinterface.lights.IndicatorLight LED_pusher_out

;
12 public u040.prespective.referenceobjects.userinterface.lights.IndicatorLight ValveLed;
13
14 public bool a_gate;
15
16 // Start is called before the first frame update
17 void Start()
18 {
19 ServoMotor.PreferredVelocity = 1000;
20 ServoMotor.IsActive = true;
21 }
22
23 // Update is called once per frame
24 void Update ()
25 {
26 a_gate = Auto.Boolean || Manual.IsActive;
27
28 if (a_gate == true )
29 {
30 ServoMotor.TargetAngle = 53;
31 ValveLed.SetActive(true);
32 }
33 else
34 {
35 ServoMotor.TargetAngle = 0;
36 ValveLed.SetActive(false);
37 }
38
39 if (ServoMotor.Position <= 5)
40 {
41 LED_pusher_in.SetActive(true);
42 }
43 else if (ServoMotor.Position >= 50)
44 {
45 LED_pusher_out.SetActive(true);
46 }
47 else
48 {
49 LED_pusher_out.SetActive(false);
50 LED_pusher_in.SetActive(false);
51 }
52 }
53 }

Listing C.4: Full code Gate Pusher C# script.

C.1.5 Manual mode button

1 using System.Collections;
2 using System.Collections.Generic;
3 using UnityEngine;
4 using System.Reflection;
5 using u040.prespective.utility.editor;
6 using u040.prespective.prepair.inspector;
7
8 namespace u040.prespective.referenceobjects.userinterface.lights
9 {

10 public class ButtonClick_v4 : MonoBehaviour
11 {
12 private Collider coll; // Use own (private) collider of the assigned

gameobject (button).
13 public IndicatorLight IndicatorLight; // Assing indicator light to turn on.
14 public IndicatorLight Button_IndicatorLight;
15 private bool state = false;
16 // public Camera view
17
18 void Start()
19 {
20 coll = GetComponent <Collider >(); // Find own collider.
21 }
22
23 void Update ()
24 {
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25 if (Input.GetMouseButtonDown (1)) // Check if left mouse button is down.
26 {
27 Ray ray = Camera.main.ScreenPointToRay(Input.mousePosition); // Construct a

unit vector from camara position to mouse position.
28 RaycastHit hit;
29
30 if (coll.Raycast(ray , out hit , 100000.0f)) // Check if constructed vector (

length 10000) passes trough collider (button).
31 {
32 if (IndicatorLight.IsActive)
33 {
34 IndicatorLight.SetActive(false);
35 Button_IndicatorLight.SetActive(false);
36 state = false;
37 }
38 else
39 {
40 IndicatorLight.SetActive(true);
41 Button_IndicatorLight.SetActive(true);
42 state = true;
43 }
44 }
45 }
46 if (!state)
47 {
48 if (Input.GetMouseButton (0)) // Check if right mouse button is down.
49 {
50 Ray ray = Camera.main.ScreenPointToRay(Input.mousePosition); //

Construct a unit vector from camara position to mouse position.
51 RaycastHit hit;
52
53 if (coll.Raycast(ray , out hit , 100000.0f)) // Check if constructed

vector (length 10000) passes trough collider (button).
54 {
55 IndicatorLight.SetActive(true); // Turn Indicator Light on.
56 Button_IndicatorLight.SetActive(true);
57 }
58 else
59 {
60 IndicatorLight.SetActive(false); // Turn Indicator Light off.
61 Button_IndicatorLight.SetActive(false);
62 }
63 }
64 else
65 {
66 IndicatorLight.SetActive(false); // Turn Indicator Light off.
67 Button_IndicatorLight.SetActive(false);
68 }
69 }
70 }
71 }
72 }

Listing C.5: Full code Manual Mode button C# script.

C.1.6 Showing text

1 using System.Collections;
2 using System.Collections.Generic;
3 using UnityEngine;
4
5 public class ShowText : MonoBehaviour
6 {
7 public GameObject TextBlock;
8 private Collider coll;
9 void Start()

10 {
11 coll = GetComponent <Collider >(); // Find own collider
12 }
13
14 // Update is called once per frame
15 void Update ()
16 {
17 Ray ray = Camera.main.ScreenPointToRay(Input.mousePosition); // Construct a unit

vector from camara position to mouse position.
18 RaycastHit hit;
19
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20 if (coll.Raycast(ray , out hit , 10000.0f)) // Check if constructed vector (length
10000) passes trough collider.

21 {
22 TextBlock.SetActive(true);
23 }
24 else
25 {
26 TextBlock.SetActive(false);
27 }
28 }
29 }

Listing C.6: Full code Show Text C# script.

C.2 Sensors and control

C.2.1 Proximity sensor child Black

1 using Org.BouncyCastle.Asn1.Esf;
2 using System.Collections;
3 using System.Collections.Generic;
4 using UnityEngine;
5
6 public class ProximitySensorBlack : MonoBehaviour
7 {
8 public bool productsensor;
9 private Collider productCollider;

10
11 void OnTriggerEnter(Collider productCollider)
12 {
13 if (productCollider.gameObject.name == "product_Zwart(Clone)")
14 {
15 productsensor = true;
16 this.productCollider = productCollider;
17 }
18 }
19
20 void OnTriggerExit(Collider productCollider)
21 {
22 if (productCollider.gameObject.name == "product_Zwart(Clone)")
23 {
24 productsensor = false;
25 this.productCollider = productCollider;
26 }
27 }
28
29 void Update ()
30 {
31 if (productsensor && !productCollider)
32 {
33 productsensor = false;
34 }
35 }
36 }

Listing C.7: Full code Proximity Sensor Black C# script.

C.2.2 Proximity sensor child Silver/Red

1 using Org.BouncyCastle.Asn1.Esf;
2 using System.Collections;
3 using System.Collections.Generic;
4 using UnityEngine;
5
6 public class ProximitySensorSilverRed : MonoBehaviour
7 {
8 public bool productsensor;
9 private Collider productCollider;

10
11 void OnTriggerEnter(Collider productCollider)
12 {
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13 if (productCollider.gameObject.name == "product_Zilver(Clone)" || productCollider.
gameObject.name == "product_Rood(Clone)")

14 {
15 productsensor = true;
16 this.productCollider = productCollider;
17 }
18 }
19
20 void OnTriggerExit(Collider productCollider)
21 {
22 if (productCollider.gameObject.name == "product_Zilver(Clone)" || productCollider.

gameObject.name == "product_Rood(Clone)")
23 {
24 productsensor = false;
25 this.productCollider = productCollider;
26 }
27 }
28
29 void Update ()
30 {
31 if (productsensor && !productCollider)
32 {
33 productsensor = false;
34 }
35 }
36 }

Listing C.8: Full code Proximity Sensor Silver/Red C# script.

C.2.3 Proximity sensor Parent

1 using System.Collections;
2 using System.Collections.Generic;
3 using UnityEngine;
4
5 public class ProximitySensorParent : MonoBehaviour
6 {
7 public ProximitySensorBlack ProximitySensorBlack;
8 public ProximitySensorSilverRed ProximitySensorSilverRed;
9 public bool productsensor_parent;

10 private bool productsensor_black;
11 private bool productsensor_silver_red;
12 public u040.prespective.referenceobjects.userinterface.lights.IndicatorLight

Proximitysensor_LED;
13
14 // Update is called once per frame
15 void Update ()
16 {
17 productsensor_black = ProximitySensorBlack.productsensor;
18 productsensor_silver_red = ProximitySensorSilverRed.productsensor;
19
20 if (productsensor_black || productsensor_silver_red)
21 {
22 productsensor_parent = true;
23 Proximitysensor_LED.SetActive(true);
24 }
25
26 else if (! productsensor_black || !productsensor_silver_red)
27 {
28 productsensor_parent = false;
29 Proximitysensor_LED.SetActive(false);
30 }
31 }
32 }

Listing C.9: Full code Proximity Sensor Parent C# script.

C.2.4 Control Panel button

1 using System.Collections;
2 using System.Collections.Generic;
3 using UnityEngine;
4 using System.Reflection;
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5 using u040.prespective.utility.editor;
6 using u040.prespective.prepair.inspector;
7
8 namespace u040.prespective.referenceobjects.userinterface.lights
9 {

10 public class ButtonClick_v2 : MonoBehaviour
11 {
12 private Collider coll; // Use own (private) collider of the assigned

gameobject (button).
13 public IndicatorLight IndicatorLight; // Assing indicator light to turn on.
14 public Camera viewpoint;
15
16 void Start()
17 {
18 coll = GetComponent <Collider >(); // Find own collider.
19 }
20
21 void Update ()
22 {
23 if (Input.GetMouseButton (0) && viewpoint.pixelRect.Contains(Input.mousePosition))

// Check if left mouse button is down.
24 {
25 Ray ray = viewpoint.ScreenPointToRay(Input.mousePosition); // Construct a

unit vector from camara position to mouse position.
26 RaycastHit hit;
27
28 if (coll.Raycast(ray , out hit , 100000.0f)) // Check if constructed vector (

length 10000) passes trough collider (button).
29 {
30 IndicatorLight.SetActive(true); // Turn Indicator Light on.
31 }
32 else
33 {
34 IndicatorLight.SetActive(false); // Turn Indicator Light off.
35 }
36 }
37 else
38 {
39 IndicatorLight.SetActive(false); // Turn Indicator Light off.
40 }
41 }
42 }
43 }

Listing C.10: Full code Control Panel button C# script.

C.2.5 Switch key

1 using System.Collections;
2 using System.Collections.Generic;
3 using UnityEngine;
4
5 public class ClickRotateKey_v2 : MonoBehaviour
6 {
7 private Collider coll;
8 public GameObject key;
9 public Camera viewpoint;

10 public float rotat;
11
12 public u040.prespective.referenceobjects.userinterface.lights.IndicatorLight Light;
13
14 void Start()
15 {
16 coll = GetComponent <Collider >();
17 }
18
19 void Update ()
20 {
21 if (Input.GetMouseButton (0) )
22 {
23 Ray ray = viewpoint.ScreenPointToRay(Input.mousePosition);
24 RaycastHit hit;
25
26 if (coll.Raycast(ray , out hit , 10000.0f))
27 {
28 key.transform.Rotate(new Vector3(0, 0, -90 * Time.deltaTime));
29 }
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30 }
31 if (Input.GetMouseButton (1) )
32 {
33 Ray ray = viewpoint.ScreenPointToRay(Input.mousePosition);
34 RaycastHit hit;
35
36 if (coll.Raycast(ray , out hit , 10000.0f))
37 {
38 key.transform.Rotate(new Vector3(0, 0, 90 * Time.deltaTime));
39 }
40 }
41 rotat = key.transform.rotation.eulerAngles.z;
42 Light.SetActive (10 < key.transform.rotation.eulerAngles.z && key.transform.rotation.

eulerAngles.z < 315);
43 }
44 }

Listing C.11: Full code switch key C# script.

C.3 Added control environment

C.3.1 Adding products

1 using System.Collections;
2 using System.Collections.Generic;
3 using UnityEngine;
4
5 public class Spawn : MonoBehaviour
6 {
7 private Collider coll;
8 public GameObject Object;
9 public Camera view1;

10 public Camera view2;
11 public Camera view3;
12 public Camera view4;
13
14 public Mode C_Mode;
15 private int modes;
16
17 public PositionMode D_Mode;
18 private int place;
19
20 void Start()
21 {
22 coll = GetComponent <Collider >();
23 }
24
25 void Update ()
26 {
27
28 if (C_Mode.Profile == Mode.Modes.On_Transportband) { modes = 0; }
29 else if (C_Mode.Profile == Mode.Modes.Manual_eject) { modes = 1; }
30 else if (C_Mode.Profile == Mode.Modes.Processing_auto) { modes = 2; }
31
32 if (D_Mode.Place == PositionMode.PositionModes.Left) { place = 0; }
33 else if (D_Mode.Place == PositionMode.PositionModes.Middle) { place = 1; }
34 else if (D_Mode.Place == PositionMode.PositionModes.Right) { place = 2; }
35 else if (D_Mode.Place == PositionMode.PositionModes.Different) { place = 3; }
36
37 // Move this object to the position clicked by the mouse.
38 if (Input.GetMouseButtonDown (0))
39 {
40 Ray ray = Camera.main.ScreenPointToRay(Input.mousePosition);
41 RaycastHit hit;
42
43 if (coll.Raycast(ray , out hit , 10000.0f))
44 {
45 if (modes == 0)
46 {
47 if (place == 0)
48 {
49 var product = Instantiate(Object , new Vector3 (23.40f, 900.85f, 374.1f),

Quaternion.Euler(new Vector3(-90, 0, 0))); // product links
50 DeleteProduct Delete_product = product.GetComponent <DeleteProduct >();
51 Delete_product.view1 = view1;
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52 Delete_product.view2 = view2;
53 Delete_product.view3 = view3;
54 Delete_product.view4 = view4;
55 }
56 else if (place == 1)
57 {
58 var product = Instantiate(Object , new Vector3 (23.40f, 900.85f, 372.8f),

Quaternion.Euler(new Vector3(-90, 0, 0))); // product midden
59 DeleteProduct Delete_product = product.GetComponent <DeleteProduct >();
60 Delete_product.view1 = view1;
61 Delete_product.view2 = view2;
62 Delete_product.view3 = view3;
63 Delete_product.view4 = view4;
64 }
65 else if (place == 2)
66 {
67 var product = Instantiate(Object , new Vector3 (23.40f, 900.85f, 371.5f),

Quaternion.Euler(new Vector3(-90, 0, 0))); // product rechts
68 DeleteProduct Delete_product = product.GetComponent <DeleteProduct >();
69 Delete_product.view1 = view1;
70 Delete_product.view2 = view2;
71 Delete_product.view3 = view3;
72 Delete_product.view4 = view4;
73 }
74 else if (place == 3)
75 {
76 var product = Instantiate(Object , new Vector3 (23.40f, 900.85f, Random.

Range (371.5f, 374.1f)), Quaternion.Euler(new Vector3(-90, 0, 0))); //
product random

77 DeleteProduct Delete_product = product.GetComponent <DeleteProduct >();
78 Delete_product.view1 = view1;
79 Delete_product.view2 = view2;
80 Delete_product.view3 = view3;
81 Delete_product.view4 = view4;
82 }
83
84 }
85 else
86 {
87 var product = Instantiate(Object , new Vector3 ( -23.25f, 905f, 374.5f),

Quaternion.Euler(new Vector3(-90, 0, 0)));
88 DeleteProduct Delete_product = product.GetComponent <DeleteProduct >();
89 Delete_product.view1 = view1;
90 Delete_product.view2 = view2;
91 Delete_product.view3 = view3;
92 Delete_product.view4 = view4;
93 }
94 }
95 }
96
97
98 }
99 }

Listing C.12: Full code Spawn C# script.

C.3.2 Deleting products

1 public class DeleteProduct : MonoBehaviour
2 {
3 private Collider coll;
4 public Camera view1;
5 public Camera view2;
6 public Camera view3;
7 public Camera view4;
8
9 void Start()

10 {
11 coll = GetComponent <Collider >();
12 }
13
14 void Update ()
15 {
16 // Delete product object clicked by the mouse in correct camera view.
17 if (Input.GetMouseButtonDown (0))
18 {
19 Ray ray1 = view1.ScreenPointToRay(Input.mousePosition);
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20 Ray ray2 = view2.ScreenPointToRay(Input.mousePosition);
21 Ray ray3 = view3.ScreenPointToRay(Input.mousePosition);
22 Ray ray4 = view4.ScreenPointToRay(Input.mousePosition);
23 RaycastHit hit;
24
25 if (
26 (coll.Raycast(ray1 , out hit , 10000.0f) && view1.pixelRect.Contains(Input.

mousePosition)) ||
27 (coll.Raycast(ray2 , out hit , 10000.0f) && view2.pixelRect.Contains(Input.

mousePosition)) ||
28 (coll.Raycast(ray3 , out hit , 10000.0f) && view3.pixelRect.Contains(Input.

mousePosition)) ||
29 (coll.Raycast(ray4 , out hit , 10000.0f) && view4.pixelRect.Contains(Input.

mousePosition))
30 )
31 {
32 Destroy(gameObject);
33 }
34 }
35 }
36 }

Listing C.13: Full code Delete C# script.

C.3.3 Selecting input mode products

1 using System.Collections;
2 using System.Collections.Generic;
3 using UnityEngine;
4
5 public class Mode : MonoBehaviour
6 {
7 public GameObject On_Transportband;
8 public GameObject Manual_eject;
9 public GameObject Processing_auto;

10
11 private Collider coll_mode_0;
12 private Collider coll_mode_1;
13 private Collider coll_mode_2;
14
15 private u040.prespective.referenceobjects.userinterface.lights.IndicatorLight

Light_On_Transportband;
16 private u040.prespective.referenceobjects.userinterface.lights.IndicatorLight

Light_Manual_eject;
17 private u040.prespective.referenceobjects.userinterface.lights.IndicatorLight

Light_Processing_auto;
18
19 public enum Modes { On_Transportband , Manual_eject , Processing_auto };
20 public Modes Profile;
21
22 void Start()
23 {
24 coll_mode_0 = On_Transportband.GetComponent <Collider >();
25 coll_mode_1 = Manual_eject.GetComponent <Collider >();
26 coll_mode_2 = Processing_auto.GetComponent <Collider >();
27
28 Light_On_Transportband = On_Transportband.GetComponent <u040.prespective.

referenceobjects.userinterface.lights.IndicatorLight >();
29 Light_Manual_eject = Manual_eject.GetComponent <u040.prespective.

referenceobjects.userinterface.lights.IndicatorLight >();
30 Light_Processing_auto = Processing_auto.GetComponent <u040.prespective.

referenceobjects.userinterface.lights.IndicatorLight >();
31
32 ChangeMode (0);
33 }
34
35 void Update ()
36 {
37 Ray ray = Camera.main.ScreenPointToRay(Input.mousePosition);
38 RaycastHit hit;
39 if (Input.GetMouseButtonDown (0))
40 {
41 if (coll_mode_0.Raycast(ray , out hit , 10000.0f))
42 {
43 ChangeMode (0);
44 }
45 if (coll_mode_1.Raycast(ray , out hit , 10000.0f))
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46 {
47 ChangeMode (1);
48 }
49 if (coll_mode_2.Raycast(ray , out hit , 10000.0f))
50 {
51 ChangeMode (2);
52 }
53 }
54 }
55
56 void ChangeMode(int modes)
57 {
58 if (modes == 0)
59 {
60 Profile = Modes.On_Transportband;
61 Light_On_Transportband.SetActive(true);
62 Light_Manual_eject.SetActive(false);
63 Light_Processing_auto.SetActive(false);
64 }
65 else if (modes == 1)
66 {
67 Profile = Modes.Manual_eject;
68 Light_On_Transportband.SetActive(false);
69 Light_Manual_eject.SetActive(true);
70 Light_Processing_auto.SetActive(false);
71 }
72 else if (modes == 2)
73 {
74 Profile = Modes.Processing_auto;
75 Light_On_Transportband.SetActive(false);
76 Light_Manual_eject.SetActive(false);
77 Light_Processing_auto.SetActive(true);
78 }
79 }
80 }

Listing C.14: Full code Input Mode C# script.

C.3.4 Eject products from the Festo Processing workstation

1 using System.Collections;
2 using System.Collections.Generic;
3 using UnityEngine;
4
5 public class eject : MonoBehaviour
6 {
7 public u040.prespective.referenceobjects.kinetics.motor.servomotor.DrivenServoMotor

ServoMotor;
8 public u040.prespective.referenceobjects.kinetics.motor.servomotor.DrivenServoMotor

ServoBlockMotor;
9 // public BoolToggle Auto;

10 // public u040.prespective.referenceobjects.userinterface.lights.IndicatorLight Manual;
11
12 public bool a_eject;
13 // private bool a_eject2;
14 private Collider productCollider;
15 public u040.prespective.referenceobjects.userinterface.lights.IndicatorLight State_sorting;
16 // private bool state = false;
17
18 public Mode C_Mode;
19 private int modes;
20
21 // Start is called before the first frame update
22 void Start()
23 {
24 ServoMotor.IsActive = true;
25 // a_eject2 = true;
26 ServoMotor.PreferredVelocity = 100;
27 ServoBlockMotor.IsActive = true;
28 // a_eject2 = true;
29 ServoBlockMotor.PreferredVelocity = 2000;
30 }
31
32 void OnTriggerEnter(Collider productCollider)
33 {
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34 if (productCollider.gameObject.name == "product_Zwart(Clone)" || productCollider.
gameObject.name == "product_Zilver(Clone)" || productCollider.gameObject.name == "
product_Rood(Clone)")

35 {
36 a_eject = true;
37 this.productCollider = productCollider;
38 }
39 }
40
41 void OnTriggerExit(Collider productCollider)
42 {
43 if (productCollider.gameObject.name == "product_Zwart(Clone)" || productCollider.

gameObject.name == "product_Zilver(Clone)" || productCollider.gameObject.name == "
product_Rood(Clone)")

44 {
45 a_eject = false;
46 this.productCollider = productCollider;
47 }
48 }
49
50 // Update is called once per frame
51 void Update ()
52 {
53 if (C_Mode.Profile == Mode.Modes.On_Transportband) { modes = 0; }
54 else if (C_Mode.Profile == Mode.Modes.Manual_eject) { modes = 1; }
55 else if (C_Mode.Profile == Mode.Modes.Processing_auto) { modes = 2; }
56
57 //if (State_sorting.IsActive) { state = true; }
58 // else { state = false; }
59
60 //if (state )
61 //{
62
63 if (a_eject && (modes == 1 || modes == 2))
64 {
65 if (modes == 2 && productCollider.gameObject.name == "product_Zilver(Clone)")
66 {
67 ServoMotor.TargetAngle = 70;// 55;
68 ServoBlockMotor.TargetAngle = 50;
69 }
70 else
71 {
72 ServoMotor.TargetAngle = 70;// 55;
73 ServoBlockMotor.TargetAngle = 75;
74 }
75 }
76
77 if (! a_eject && ServoMotor.Velocity < 1)
78 {
79 ServoMotor.TargetAngle = 0;
80 ServoBlockMotor.TargetAngle = 0;
81 }
82 //}
83 //if (! state || modes == 0)
84 if (modes == 0)
85
86 {
87 ServoMotor.TargetAngle = 0;
88 ServoBlockMotor.TargetAngle = 0;
89 }
90
91 }
92 }

Listing C.15: Full code Eject C# script.

C.3.5 Selecting position mode products

1 using System.Collections;
2 using System.Collections.Generic;
3 using UnityEngine;
4
5 public class PositionMode : MonoBehaviour
6 {
7 public GameObject Left;
8 public GameObject Middle;
9 public GameObject Right;
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10 public GameObject Different;
11
12 private Collider coll_mode_0;
13 private Collider coll_mode_1;
14 private Collider coll_mode_2;
15 private Collider coll_mode_3;
16
17 private u040.prespective.referenceobjects.userinterface.lights.IndicatorLight Light_Left;
18 private u040.prespective.referenceobjects.userinterface.lights.IndicatorLight Light_Middle;
19 private u040.prespective.referenceobjects.userinterface.lights.IndicatorLight Light_Right;
20 private u040.prespective.referenceobjects.userinterface.lights.IndicatorLight

Light_Different;
21
22 public enum PositionModes { Left , Middle , Right , Different };
23 public PositionModes Place;
24
25 void Start()
26 {
27 coll_mode_0 = Left.GetComponent <Collider >();
28 coll_mode_1 = Middle.GetComponent <Collider >();
29 coll_mode_2 = Right.GetComponent <Collider >();
30 coll_mode_3 = Different.GetComponent <Collider >();
31
32 Light_Left = Left.GetComponent <u040.prespective.referenceobjects.userinterface.lights.

IndicatorLight >();
33 Light_Middle = Middle.GetComponent <u040.prespective.referenceobjects.userinterface.

lights.IndicatorLight >();
34 Light_Right = Right.GetComponent <u040.prespective.referenceobjects.userinterface.lights

.IndicatorLight >();
35 Light_Different = Different.GetComponent <u040.prespective.referenceobjects.

userinterface.lights.IndicatorLight >();
36
37 ChangeMode (3);
38 }
39
40 void Update ()
41 {
42 Ray ray = Camera.main.ScreenPointToRay(Input.mousePosition);
43 RaycastHit hit;
44 if (Input.GetMouseButtonDown (0))
45 {
46 if (coll_mode_0.Raycast(ray , out hit , 10000.0f))
47 {
48 ChangeMode (0);
49 }
50 if (coll_mode_1.Raycast(ray , out hit , 10000.0f))
51 {
52 ChangeMode (1);
53 }
54 if (coll_mode_2.Raycast(ray , out hit , 10000.0f))
55 {
56 ChangeMode (2);
57 }
58 if (coll_mode_3.Raycast(ray , out hit , 10000.0f))
59 {
60 ChangeMode (3);
61 }
62 }
63 }
64
65 void ChangeMode(int modes)
66 {
67 if (modes == 0)
68 {
69 Place = PositionModes.Left;
70 Light_Left.SetActive(true);
71 Light_Middle.SetActive(false);
72 Light_Right.SetActive(false);
73 Light_Different.SetActive(false);
74 }
75 else if (modes == 1)
76 {
77 Place = PositionModes.Middle;
78 Light_Left.SetActive(false);
79 Light_Middle.SetActive(true);
80 Light_Right.SetActive(false);
81 Light_Different.SetActive(false);
82 }
83 else if (modes == 2)
84 {
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85 Place = PositionModes.Right;
86 Light_Left.SetActive(false);
87 Light_Middle.SetActive(false);
88 Light_Right.SetActive(true);
89 Light_Different.SetActive(false);
90 }
91 else if (modes == 3)
92 {
93 Place = PositionModes.Different;
94 Light_Left.SetActive(false);
95 Light_Middle.SetActive(false);
96 Light_Right.SetActive(false);
97 Light_Different.SetActive(true);
98 }
99 }

100 }

Listing C.16: Full code Position Mode C# script.

C.3.6 Linking Actuators LED

1 using System.Collections;
2 using System.Collections.Generic;
3 using UnityEngine;
4
5 public class LinkActuatorLED : MonoBehaviour
6 {
7 public BoolToggle Auto;
8 public u040.prespective.referenceobjects.userinterface.lights.IndicatorLight Manual;
9 public u040.prespective.referenceobjects.userinterface.lights.IndicatorLight Indicate_LED;

10
11 private bool hulp;
12
13 // Update is called once per frame
14 void Update ()
15 {
16 hulp = Auto.Boolean || Manual.IsActive;
17
18 if (hulp)
19 {
20 Indicate_LED.SetActive(true);
21 }
22
23 else
24 {
25 Indicate_LED.SetActive(false);
26 }
27 }
28 }

Listing C.17: Full code Link Actuator LED C# script.

C.3.7 Linking Sensors LED

1 using System.Collections;
2 using System.Collections.Generic;
3 using UnityEngine;
4
5 public class LinkSensorLED : MonoBehaviour
6 {
7 public u040.prespective.referenceobjects.userinterface.lights.IndicatorLight Sensor_LED;
8 public u040.prespective.referenceobjects.userinterface.lights.IndicatorLight Indicate_LED;
9

10 // Update is called once per frame
11 void Update ()
12 {
13 if (Sensor_LED.IsActive)
14 {
15 Indicate_LED.SetActive(true);
16 }
17
18 else
19 {
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20 Indicate_LED.SetActive(false);
21 }
22 }
23 }

Listing C.18: Full code Link Sensor LED C# script.

C.4 Logic implementation

C.4.1 Bool Toggle Logic

1 using System;
2 using System.Collections.Generic;
3 using u040.prespective.prelogic;
4 using u040.prespective.prelogic.component;
5 using u040.prespective.prelogic.signal;
6 using UnityEngine;
7
8
9 public class BoolToggleLogic : PreLogicComponent

10 {
11 #if UNITY_EDITOR || UNITY_EDITOR_BETA
12 [HideInInspector] public int toolbarTab;
13 #endif
14 public BoolToggle BooleanToggle;
15
16 public bool iValue;
17 public bool oToggle;
18
19 public bool StoredBoolValue;
20
21 #region <<PLC Signals >>
22 #region <<Signal Definitions >>
23 /// <summary >
24 /// Declare the IO signals
25 /// </summary >
26 ///
27
28 public override List <SignalDefinition > SignalDefinitions
29 {
30 get
31 {
32 return new List <SignalDefinition >
33 {
34 new SignalDefinition("iValue", PLCSignalDirection.INPUT , SupportedSignalType.

BOOL , "", "Value", null , null , false),
35 new SignalDefinition("oToggle", PLCSignalDirection.OUTPUT , SupportedSignalType.

BOOL , "", "Toggle Bool", onSignalChanged , null , false)
36 };
37 }
38 }
39 #endregion
40 #region <<PLC Outputs >>
41 /// <summary >
42 /// General callback for the IOs
43 /// </summary >
44 /// <param name=" _signal">the signal that has changed </param >
45 /// <param name=" _newValue">the new value </param >
46 /// <param name=" _newValueReceived">the time of the value change </param >
47 /// <param name=" _oldValue">the old value </param >
48 /// <param name=" _oldValueReceived">the time of the old value change </param >
49 void onSignalChanged(SignalInstance _signal , object _newValue , DateTime _newValueReceived ,

object _oldValue , DateTime _oldValueReceived)
50 {
51 switch (_signal.definition.defaultSignalName)
52 {
53 case "oToggle":
54 oToggle = (bool)_newValue;
55 if (StoredBoolValue != oToggle)
56 {
57 StoredBoolValue = oToggle;
58 this.BooleanToggle.Toggle(oToggle);
59 }
60 break;
61 default:
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62 Debug.LogWarning("Unknown Signal received:" + _signal.definition.
defaultSignalName);

63 break;
64 }
65 }
66 #endregion
67 #region <<PLC Inputs >>
68
69 #endregion
70 #endregion
71
72 #region <<Update >>
73 /// <summary >
74 /// update the simulation component
75 /// </summary >
76 /// <param name=" _simFrame">the current frame since start </param >
77 /// <param name=" _deltaTime">the time since last frame </param >
78 /// <param name=" _totalSimRunTime">total run time of the simulation </param >
79 /// <param name=" _simStart">the time the simulation started </param >
80 protected override void onSimulatorUpdated(int _simFrame , float _deltaTime , float

_totalSimRunTime , DateTime _simStart)
81 {
82 readComponent ();
83 }
84 void readComponent ()
85 {
86 if (BooleanToggle.Boolean != iValue)
87 {
88 iValue = BooleanToggle.Boolean;
89 WriteValue("iValue", iValue);
90 }
91 }
92 }
93 #endregion

Listing C.19: Full code Boolean Toggle Logic C# script.

C.4.2 Digital Twin function blocks and GVL

1 FUNCTION_BLOCK ACTUATORBOOL
2 VAR_OUTPUT
3 // <!-- PRESPECTIVE_AUTO_INJECT_INPUT_START -->
4 iValue : BOOL:= False; //Value
5 // <!-- PRESPECTIVE_AUTO_INJECT_INPUT_END -->
6 END_VAR
7 VAR_INPUT
8 // <!-- PRESPECTIVE_AUTO_INJECT_OUTPUT_START -->
9 oToggle : BOOL:= False; // Toggle Bool

10 // <!-- PRESPECTIVE_AUTO_INJECT_OUTPUT_END -->
11 END_VAR
12
13
14 FUNCTION_BLOCK INDICATORLIGHT
15 VAR_OUTPUT
16 // <!-- PRESPECTIVE_AUTO_INJECT_INPUT_START -->
17 iActive : BOOL:= False; // Light active
18 iIntensity : REAL:= 0.75; //Light intensity
19 // <!-- PRESPECTIVE_AUTO_INJECT_INPUT_END -->
20 END_VAR
21 VAR_INPUT
22 // <!-- PRESPECTIVE_AUTO_INJECT_OUTPUT_START -->
23 oActive : BOOL:= False; // Light active
24 oIntensity : REAL:= 1; // Light intensity
25 // <!-- PRESPECTIVE_AUTO_INJECT_OUTPUT_END -->
26 END_VAR
27
28 // Global variable list generated from Digital Twin
29 VAR_GLOBAL
30 // <!-- PRESPECTIVE_AUTO_INJECT_VAR_START -->
31 IndicatorLight : ARRAY [0..28] OF INDICATORLIGHT; // Automatically Exported Collection of POU ’s

of type ’IndicatorLight ’
32 ActuatorBool : ARRAY [0..4] OF ACTUATORBOOL; // Automatically Exported Collection of POU ’s of

type ’ActuatorBool ’
33 // <!-- PRESPECTIVE_AUTO_INJECT_VAR_END -->
34 END_VAR

Listing C.20: Generated function blocks and global variable list for the Digital Twin.
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C.4.3 Unity PRG TwinCAT

1 //// ACTUATORS ////
2 // Actuator controlled in Unity
3 GVLS.ActuatorBool [0]. oToggle := MAIN.state0.dvar_M_HardwareMap_out_a_conveyer;
4 GVLS.ActuatorBool [1]. oToggle := MAIN.state0.dvar_M_HardwareMap_out_a_stopperretract;
5 GVLS.ActuatorBool [2]. oToggle := MAIN.state0.dvar_M_HardwareMap_out_a_gate1;
6 GVLS.ActuatorBool [3]. oToggle := MAIN.state0.dvar_M_HardwareMap_out_a_gate2;
7 GVLS.ActuatorBool [4]. oToggle := MAIN.state0.dvar_M_HardwareMap_out_a_sortingready;
8
9 // Non -moving actuators

10 GVLS.IndicatorLight [11]. oActive := MAIN.state0.dvar_M_HardwareMap_out_a_SledQ1;
11 GVLS.IndicatorLight [12]. oActive := MAIN.state0.dvar_M_HardwareMap_out_a_SledQ2;
12 GVLS.IndicatorLight [1]. oActive := MAIN.state0.dvar_M_HardwareMap_out_a_Sstartled;
13 GVLS.IndicatorLight [2]. oActive := MAIN.state0.dvar_M_HardwareMap_out_a_Sresetled;
14
15 // Control Panel Pins
16 GVLS.IndicatorLight [5]. oActive := MAIN.state0.dvar_M_HardwareMap_out_a_Sout4;
17 GVLS.IndicatorLight [6]. oActive := MAIN.state0.dvar_M_HardwareMap_out_a_Sout5;
18 GVLS.IndicatorLight [7]. oActive := MAIN.state0.dvar_M_HardwareMap_out_a_Sout6;
19 GVLS.IndicatorLight [8]. oActive := MAIN.state0.dvar_M_HardwareMap_out_a_Sout7;
20
21 //// SENSORS ////
22
23 // Optische and Inductive sensors
24 INPUTS.ivar_s_product := GVLS.IndicatorLight [14]. iActive;
25 INPUTS.ivar_s_inductive := GVLS.IndicatorLight [23]. iActive;
26 INPUTS.ivar_s_optical := GVLS.IndicatorLight [13]. iActive;
27 INPUTS.ivar_s_slidefull := GVLS.IndicatorLight [0]. iActive;
28
29 // Actuator position sensors
30 INPUTS.ivar_s_gate1_opened := GVLS.IndicatorLight [18]. iActive;
31 INPUTS.ivar_s_gate1_closed := GVLS.IndicatorLight [19]. iActive;
32 INPUTS.ivar_s_gate2_opened := GVLS.IndicatorLight [20]. iActive;
33 INPUTS.ivar_s_gate2_closed := GVLS.IndicatorLight [21]. iActive;
34
35 // Control Panel inputs
36 INPUTS.ivar_s_Sin4 := GVLS.IndicatorLight [3]. iActive;
37 INPUTS.ivar_s_Sin5 := GVLS.IndicatorLight [4]. iActive;
38 INPUTS.ivar_s_Sin6 := GVLS.IndicatorLight [9]. iActive;
39 INPUTS.ivar_s_Sin7 := GVLS.IndicatorLight [10]. iActive;
40
41 // Control buttons interface
42 INPUTS.ivar_s_Sstartbutton := GVLS.IndicatorLight [25]. iActive;
43 INPUTS.ivar_s_Sstopbutton := NOT GVLS.IndicatorLight [27]. iActive;
44 INPUTS.ivar_s_Sresetbutton := GVLS.IndicatorLight [26]. iActive;
45 INPUTS.ivar_s_Sautoswitch := GVLS.IndicatorLight [28]. iActive;

Listing C.21: TwinCAT mapping program UNITY (PRG).
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Appendix D

Appendix D: Full code for small
functionality validation tests

1 // Controller to test hardware mapping , for all sensors and actuators.
2 // INPUTS
3
4
5 input bool s_Sstartbutton; // 0
6 input bool s_Sstopbutton; // 1
7 input bool s_Sautoswitch; // 2
8 input bool s_Sresetbutton; // 3
9

10 input bool s_Sin4; // 4
11 input bool s_Sin5; // 5
12 input bool s_Sin6; // 6
13 input bool s_Sin7; // 7
14
15 input bool s_product; // 8
16 input bool s_inductive; // 9
17 input bool s_optical; // 10
18 input bool s_slidefull; // 11
19 input bool s_gate1_opened; // 12
20 input bool s_gate1_closed; // 13
21 input bool s_gate2_opened; // 14
22 input bool s_gate2_closed; // 15
23
24 input bool s_Sinitialized; // 16
25
26 // OUTPUTS
27
28 alg bool a_Sstartled = counter.count = 0; // 0
29 alg bool a_Sresetled = counter.count = 1; // 1
30 alg bool a_SledQ1 = counter.count = 2; // 2
31 alg bool a_SledQ2 = counter.count = 3; // 3
32
33 alg bool a_Sout4 = counter.count = 4; // 4
34 alg bool a_Sout5 = counter.count = 5; // 5
35 alg bool a_Sout6 = counter.count = 6; // 6
36 alg bool a_Sout7 = counter.count = 7; // 7
37
38 alg bool a_conveyer = counter.count = 8 or Detection.wait or Transport.wait or

Transport.move_to_slide_1 or Transport.push_in_1 or Transport.move_to_slide_2 or
Transport.push_in_2 or not Speed.idle; // 8

39 alg bool a_gate1 = counter.count = 9 or Transport.push_in_1; // 9
40 alg bool a_gate2 = counter.count = 10 or Transport.push_in_2; // 10
41 alg bool a_stopperretract = counter.count = 11 or Transport.startmove or

Transport.move_to_slide_1 or Transport.move_to_slide_2 or Speed.startmove or Speed.move; // 11
42 alg bool a_sortingready = counter.count = 12; // 12
43
44
45 alg int Number_product = Product.count;
46 alg int Number_product_silver = Detection.countSilver;
47 alg int Number_product_red = Detection.countRed;
48 alg int Number_product_black = Detection.countBlack;
49 alg bool ProductisSilver = Detection.silver_product;
50 alg bool ProductisRed = Detection.red_product;
51 alg bool ProductisBlack = Detection.black_product;
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52
53
54
55 // Start button push counter.
56 automaton counter:
57 disc int count = 0;
58
59 location off:
60 initial;
61 edge when s_Sstartbutton do count := count + 1 goto on;
62
63 location on:
64 edge when not s_Sstartbutton goto off;
65 end
66
67 // Count number of products enter the Sorting workstation.
68 automaton Product:
69 disc int count = 0;
70
71 location off:
72 initial;
73 edge when s_product do count := count + 1 goto on;
74
75 location on:
76 edge when not s_product goto off;
77 end
78
79 automaton Detection:
80 disc bool silver_product = false;
81 disc bool red_product = false;
82 disc bool black_product = false;
83 disc int countSilver = 0;
84 disc int countRed = 0;
85 disc int countBlack = 0;
86 cont t der 1; //timer
87
88 location idle:
89 initial;
90 edge when s_product and s_Sstartbutton do t:=0,
91 silver_product := false ,
92 red_product := false ,
93 black_product := false goto wait;
94
95 location wait:
96 edge when t>1 goto detect;
97
98 location detect:
99 edge when s_optical and s_inductive do silver_product := true ,

100 countSilver := countSilver + 1 goto idle;
101 edge when s_optical and not s_inductive do red_product := true ,
102 countRed := countRed + 1 goto idle;
103 edge when not s_optical and not s_inductive do black_product := true ,
104 countBlack := countBlack + 1 goto idle;
105 end
106
107 automaton Speed:
108 disc bool AtStopper = false;
109 disc real Time = 2.1;
110 cont t der 1; // timer to move to stopper
111 cont tranport_time_conveyor der 1; //timer for transport
112
113 location idle:
114 initial;
115 edge when s_product and not s_Sautoswitch do t:=0 goto wait;
116
117 location wait:
118 edge when t > 1 do AtStopper := true goto startmove;
119
120 location startmove:
121 edge when AtStopper do tranport_time_conveyor := 0 goto move;
122
123 location move:
124 edge when tranport_time_conveyor >= Time goto idle;
125
126 end
127
128 automaton Transport:
129 disc bool AtStopper = false;
130 disc real Time_gate_1 = 0.4;
131 disc real Time_gate_2 = 1.4;
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132 cont t der 1; // timer transport from begin to stopper
133 cont tranport_time_gate_1 der 1; //timer from stopper to gate 1
134 cont tranport_time_gate_2 der 1; //timer from stopper to gate 2
135 disc bool gate_2 = false;
136
137 location idle:
138 initial;
139 edge when s_product and s_Sautoswitch do t:=0 goto wait;
140
141 location wait:
142 edge when t > 1 do AtStopper := true goto startmove;
143
144 location startmove:
145 edge when AtStopper and not gate_2 do tranport_time_gate_1 := 0 goto move_to_slide_1;
146 edge when AtStopper and gate_2 do tranport_time_gate_2 := 0 goto move_to_slide_2;
147
148 location move_to_slide_1:
149 edge when tranport_time_gate_1 >= Time_gate_1 goto push_in_1;
150
151 location push_in_1:
152 edge when s_slidefull goto idle;
153
154 location move_to_slide_2:
155 edge when tranport_time_gate_2 >= Time_gate_2 goto push_in_2;
156
157 location push_in_2:
158 edge when s_slidefull goto idle;
159 end

Listing D.1: The CIF code for validation the small functionalities.
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Appendix E

Appendix E: Real-time behaviour
controllers 4TC00 groups

In this Appendix, the real-time behaviour on the Festo Sorting workstation of each used 4TC00 su-
pervisory controller is described. An extended explanation of the working of each controller can be
found in the corresponding report of the 4TC00 group. For each controller test, the controller file is
transformed into PLC code with a tooldef file and executed with a TwinCAT project on the real-time
Festo Sorting workstation.

E.1 Supervisory controller # 1 Group 4.06

The 1st supervisory controller, that will be tested, is made by student Group 4.06 of last year in the
course 4TC00 [42]. The full CIF code of this controller can be found in the controller file ‘(s ctr.cif)’.

The behaviour of the controller on the real-time Festo Sorting workstation is described and this will be
compared with the behaviour when the controller is tested on the Digital Twin.

1. After the initialization, the start LED and LED Q1 are turned on and the system is ready to
receive products.

2. When the start button of the Sorting workstation control panel is pressed, the conveyor belt is
turning for a few seconds.

3. Red products are sorted in slide 1, the silver products are sorted in slide 2, and the black products
are sorted in slide 3.

4. When the stop button is pressed, the conveyor belt is turned off and the gate pushers remain in
its position. After pressing the start button, the system continues working and the products on
the conveyor belt will be transported into the correct slide.

5. LED Q2 is flashing on and off when one of the slides is full. LED Q2 is continuous on when a
product is removed from the conveyor belt.

6. LED Q1 is turned on when the actuator a sortingready is true and the system is ready to receive
a product from the Processing workstation.

With this controller, the Digital Twin of the Festo Sorting workstation illustrates the same behaviour
as is obtained at the real-time Festo Sorting workstation. At testing, it only occurs that the status of
the automaton signal stays in stop and does not move to start. Because this occurs at both systems,
there should be something wrong with the generated PLC controller code. After all tests with this
controller, it can be concluded that the test with controller # 1 is successful.
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E.2 Supervisory controller # 2 Group 4.05

The 2nd supervisory controller, that will be treated in this section, is also made by students of last year
in the course 4TC00. These students form Group 4.05 [41]. The full CIF code of this controller can
be found in the controller file ‘(s ctr hwl.cif)’.

As same as is did for testing the first supervisory controller, the behaviour of the controller on the
real-time Festo Sorting workstation is analysed and described below. Thereafter, this behaviour will
be compared with the behaviour of the controller showed in the Digital Twin of the Festo Sorting
workstation.

1. After the initialization, the switch key should be turned to automatic because this controller only
sorts products when the switch key is switched to automatic mode.

2. After the switch key is turned to automatic mode, the controller can be started by pressing the
start button. When the switch key is not turned to automatic mode and the start button is
pressed, all actuators are activated.

3. Silver products are sorted in slide 1, the red products are sorted in slide 2, and the black products
are sorted in slide 3 during automatic mode until an error occurs.

4. When the stop button is pressed in automatic mode, all actuators will stop moving. After pressing
the start button, the system will continue where it was stopped.

5. In case LED Q1 is turned on and LED Q2 is turned off, the system is stopped and an error occurs.
In this case, there is a slide filled with five products and the sixth product is in the classification
area. In order to solve the error, the slide of the corresponding colour should be emptied. After
pushing the reset button and the start button, the system operates as before the error occurs.

6. In case LED Q1 is turned off and LED Q2 is turned on, the system is stopped because one of
the slides is full. After emptying all slides and pushing the reset button and the start button, the
system operates as before the error occurs.

7. In case both LEDs are turned on, a product is possibly removed from the conveyor belt. By
placing back the product on the conveyor belt and pushing the start button, the system will
operate as before the error occurred.

8. In case the system should be reset, the stop button is pressed. Then all slides are made empty.
By pushing the reset and start button, the system is operating and ready to sort products.

9. In manual mode, all actuators are activated when the start button is pressed. Then when the
stop button is pressed, all actuators remain to its initial position and will be deactivated.

With this controller, the Digital Twin of the Festo Sorting workstation shows exactly the same behaviour
as is obtained at the real-time Festo Sorting workstation. Only in the Digital Twin, it is not possible to
put a product back on the conveyor belt in cases it is just removed and therefore in this cases with this
controller, the reset procedure is always executed when a product is removed from the conveyor belt
before the slide full sensor detects it into the Digital Twin. Nevertheless, it can be concluded that the
test with controller # 2 is successful as well because the same behaviour of the actuators and sensors
is obtained as with the real-time Festo Sorting workstation is obtained. This applies for both modes,
manual mode and automatic mode.
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E.3 Supervisory controller # 3 Group 4.11

The third and last supervisory controller, which will be used to check if the Digital Twin sort products
correctly, is also made by students of last year in the course 4TC00. These students form Group 4.11
[43]. The full CIF code of this controller can be found in the controller file ‘(s ctr BST.cif)’.

In the same way as is done for the previous supervisory controllers, the behaviour of the controller
on the real-time Festo Sorting workstation is analysed and described below. Thereafter, this analysed
behaviour will be compared with the behaviour of the controller showed in the Digital Twin of the
Festo Sorting workstation.

1. After the initialization of the Sorting workstation, the controller can be started by pressing the
start button on the control panel. The start LED turns on and the system is now ready to sort
products. During the controller is activated, the switch key will not be rotated.

2. Products can be placed at the beginning of the conveyor belt and will be transported by the
conveyor belt. When the product passes the slide full sensor the conveyor belt is set off.

3. Products can be placed until one of the LEDs turn on. The black products are sorted in slide 1,
the silver products are sorted in slide 2, and the red products are sorted in slide 3 until an error
occurs.

4. When the stop button is pressed in automatic mode, all actuators will stop moving. After pressing
the start button, the system will continue where it was stopped.

5. In case LED Q1 is turned on and LED Q2 is turned off, the system is stopped because one
of the slides is full and filled with six products. By removing one or more products from the
corresponding slide, the LED Q1 will turn off and the system is operating and ready to sort new
products.

6. In case LED Q1 is turned off and LED Q2 is turned on, a product is possibly removed from the
conveyor belt. By pushing the reset button, LED Q2 is turned off. When the start button is
pressed again, the Sorting workstation can be used again.

7. In case the stop button is pressed and held on the control panel, the conveyor belt will stop and
the other actuators remain in its current position. When the stop button is released, the Sorting
workstation will be active again and the product can be sorted.

Also with this last controller, the Digital Twin of the Festo Sorting workstation shows exactly the same
behaviour as is obtained at the real-time Festo Sorting workstation. The handling of the occurred
errors works correctly on the real-time Festo Sorting workstation as into the Digital Twin. Thus, the
test with this controller # 3 is just like the other two supervisory controllers successful.
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Appendix F

Appendix F: Tools for validation
Digital Twin

F.1 Full code for Data Logging PRG TwinCAT

1
2 IF ABS(curTime - LogTime) <= 0.001 THEN
3 Sensor [0] := CONCAT(INT_TO_STRING(BOOL_TO_INT(ivar_s_Sstartbutton)) ,’;’);
4 Sensor [1] := CONCAT(INT_TO_STRING(BOOL_TO_INT(ivar_s_Sstopbutton)) ,’;’);
5 Sensor [2] := CONCAT(INT_TO_STRING(BOOL_TO_INT(ivar_s_Sautoswitch)) ,’;’);
6 Sensor [3] := CONCAT(INT_TO_STRING(BOOL_TO_INT(ivar_s_Sresetbutton)) ,’;’);
7 Sensor [4] := CONCAT(INT_TO_STRING(BOOL_TO_INT(ivar_s_product)) ,’;’);
8 Sensor [5] := CONCAT(INT_TO_STRING(BOOL_TO_INT(ivar_s_inductive)) ,’;’);
9 Sensor [6] := CONCAT(INT_TO_STRING(BOOL_TO_INT(ivar_s_optical)) ,’;’);

10 Sensor [7] := CONCAT(INT_TO_STRING(BOOL_TO_INT(ivar_s_slidefull)) ,’;’);
11 Sensor [8] := CONCAT(INT_TO_STRING(BOOL_TO_INT(ivar_s_gate1_opened)) ,’;’);
12 Sensor [9] := CONCAT(INT_TO_STRING(BOOL_TO_INT(ivar_s_gate1_closed)) ,’;’);
13 Sensor [10] := CONCAT(INT_TO_STRING(BOOL_TO_INT(ivar_s_gate2_opened)) ,’;’);
14 Sensor [11]:= INT_TO_STRING(BOOL_TO_INT(ivar_s_gate2_closed));
15
16 Actuator [0] := CONCAT(INT_TO_STRING(BOOL_TO_INT(MAIN.state0.

dvar_M_HardwareMap_out_a_Sstartled)) ,’;’);
17 Actuator [1] := CONCAT(INT_TO_STRING(BOOL_TO_INT(MAIN.state0.

dvar_M_HardwareMap_out_a_Sresetled)) ,’;’);
18 Actuator [2] := CONCAT(INT_TO_STRING(BOOL_TO_INT(MAIN.state0.

dvar_M_HardwareMap_out_a_SledQ1)) ,’;’);
19 Actuator [3] := CONCAT(INT_TO_STRING(BOOL_TO_INT(MAIN.state0.

dvar_M_HardwareMap_out_a_SledQ2)) ,’;’);
20 Actuator [4] := CONCAT(INT_TO_STRING(BOOL_TO_INT(MAIN.state0.

dvar_M_HardwareMap_out_a_conveyer)) ,’;’);
21 Actuator [5] := CONCAT(INT_TO_STRING(BOOL_TO_INT(MAIN.state0.dvar_M_HardwareMap_out_a_gate1

)) ,’;’);
22 Actuator [6] := CONCAT(INT_TO_STRING(BOOL_TO_INT(MAIN.state0.dvar_M_HardwareMap_out_a_gate2

)) ,’;’);
23 Actuator [7] := CONCAT(INT_TO_STRING(BOOL_TO_INT(MAIN.state0.

dvar_M_HardwareMap_out_a_stopperretract)) ,’;’);
24 Actuator [8]:= INT_TO_STRING(BOOL_TO_INT(MAIN.state0.

dvar_M_HardwareMap_out_a_sortingready));
25
26
27 SaveTime := CONCAT(LREAL_TO_STRING(curTime) ,’;’);
28 DataLog := ’;’;
29 DataLog := CONCAT(DataLog ,SaveTime);
30 DataLog := CONCAT(DataLog ,Sensor [0]);
31 DataLog := CONCAT(DataLog ,Sensor [1]);
32 DataLog := CONCAT(DataLog ,Sensor [2]);
33 DataLog := CONCAT(DataLog ,Sensor [3]);
34 DataLog := CONCAT(DataLog ,Sensor [4]);
35 DataLog := CONCAT(DataLog ,Sensor [5]);
36 DataLog := CONCAT(DataLog ,Sensor [6]);
37 DataLog := CONCAT(DataLog ,Sensor [7]);
38 DataLog := CONCAT(DataLog ,Sensor [8]);
39 DataLog := CONCAT(DataLog ,Sensor [9]);
40 DataLog := CONCAT(DataLog ,Sensor [10]);
41 DataLog := CONCAT(DataLog ,Sensor [11]);
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42 DataLog := CONCAT(DataLog ,’;’);
43 DataLog := CONCAT(DataLog ,Actuator [0]);
44 DataLog := CONCAT(DataLog ,Actuator [1]);
45 DataLog := CONCAT(DataLog ,Actuator [2]);
46 DataLog := CONCAT(DataLog ,Actuator [3]);
47 DataLog := CONCAT(DataLog ,Actuator [4]);
48 DataLog := CONCAT(DataLog ,Actuator [5]);
49 DataLog := CONCAT(DataLog ,Actuator [6]);
50 DataLog := CONCAT(DataLog ,Actuator [7]);
51 DataLog := CONCAT(DataLog ,Actuator [8]);
52
53 ADSLOGSTR(
54 msgCtrlMask := ADSLOG_MSGTYPE_HINT ,
55 msgFmtStr := ’%s’,
56 strArg := DataLog);
57
58 LogTime := LogTime + 0.05;
59 END_IF

Listing F.1: TwinCAT data logging program DataLog (PRG).

F.2 Matlab script analyse data

1 c l e a r ; c l o s e a l l ; c l c ;
2 %% U i t l e z e n van de data
3 f i l e n a m e = ’ Omgezette data \ g e a n a l y s e e r d \

U n i t y C o n t r o l l e r B e r t 2 1 6 0 7 2 0 2 0 1 3 5 5 r a n d o m m e t b u i l d . c s v ’ ;
4 H = r e a d t a b l e ( f i l e n a m e ) ;
5

6 % T i j d
7 t ime = H. Var1 ;
8 % Data van de s e n s o r e n
9 S s t a r t = H. Var2 ;

10 Sstop = H. Var3 ;
11 Sauto = H. Var4 ;
12 S r e s e t = H. Var5 ;
13 Sproduct = H. Var6 ;
14 S i n d u c t i v e = H. Var7 ;
15 S o p t i c a l = H. Var8 ;
16 S s l i d e f u l l = H. Var9 ;
17 Sgate1open = H. Var10 ;
18 S g a t e 1 c l o s e d = H. Var11 ;
19 Sgate2open = H. Var12 ;
20 S g a t e 2 c l o s e d = H. Var13 ;
21

22 SensorData = [ S s t a r t , Sstop , Sauto , S r e s e t , Sproduct , S i n d u c t i v e , S o p t i c a l ,
S s l i d e f u l l , Sgate1open , S g a t e 1 c l o s e d , Sgate2open , S g a t e 2 c l o s e d ] ;

23

24 % Data van de a c t u a t o r e n
25 A s t a r t = H. Var14 ;
26 A r e s e t = H. Var15 ;
27 AledQ1 = H. Var16 ;
28 AledQ2 = H. Var17 ;
29 AConveyer = H. Var18 ;
30 Agate1 = H. Var19 ;
31 Agate2 = H. Var20 ;
32 As top pe r = H. Var21 ;
33 A s o r t i n g r e a d y = H. Var22 ;
34

35 ActuatorData = [ A s t a r t , A r e s e t , AledQ1 , AledQ2 , AConveyer , Agate1 , Agate2 , Astopper
, A s o r t i n g r e a d y ] ;

36

37 % Namen van de s e n s o r e n en a c t u a t o r e n
38 Names = { ’ s \ S s t a r t b u t t o n ’ ’ s \ S s t o p b u t t o n ’ ’ s \ S a u t o s w i t c h ’ ’ s

\ S r e s e t b u t t o n ’ . . .
39 ’ s \ p r o d u c t ’ ’ s \ i n d u c t i v e ’ ’ s \ o p t i c a l ’ ’ s \ s l i d e f u l l

’ . . .
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40 ’ s \ g a t e 1 \ opened ’ ’ s \ g a t e 1 \ c l o s e d ’ ’ s \ g a t e 2 \ opened ’ ’ s \
g a t e 2 \ c l o s e d ’ . . .

41 ’ a\ S s t a r t l e d ’ ’ a\ S r e s e t l e d ’ ’ a\ SledQ1 ’ ’ a\ SledQ2 ’ . . .
42 ’ a\ c o n v e y e r ’ ’ a\ g a t e 1 ’ ’ a\ g a t e 2 ’ ’ a\ s t o p p e r r e t r a c t ’ . . .
43 ’ a\ s o r t i n g r e a d y ’ } ;
44

45 %% P l o t t e n van de s e n s o r data l o s
46 f o r i i =1:12
47 f i g u r e ( i i )
48 p l o t ( t ime , SensorData ( : , i i ) )
49 g r i d on
50 t i t l e ( Names ( i i ) )
51 y l i m ( [ −0 . 2 5 , 1 . 2 5 ] )
52 y t i c k s ( [ 0 1 ] )
53 y t i c k l a b e l s ({ ’ Low ’ , ’ High ’ })
54 x l a b e l ( ’ Time ( s ) ’ )
55 end
56

57 %% P l o t t e n van de a c t u a t o r data l o s
58 f o r i i =13:21
59 f i g u r e ( i i )
60 p l o t ( t ime , ActuatorData ( : , i i −12) )
61 g r i d on
62 t i t l e ( Names ( i i ) )
63 y l i m ( [ −0 . 2 5 , 1 . 2 5 ] )
64 y t i c k s ( [ 0 1 ] )
65 y t i c k l a b e l s ({ ’ Low ’ , ’ High ’ })
66 x l a b e l ( ’ Time ( s ) ’ )
67 end
68

69 %% P l o t t e n van s p e c i f i e k e data om t e v e r g e l i j k e n met e l k a a r
70 f i g u r e ( 2 5 )
71

72 s u b p l o t ( 3 , 1 , 1 )
73 %p l o t ( time , Sproduct , ’ r ’ ) ;
74 %h o l d on
75 p l o t ( t ime , S o p t i c a l , ’ r ’ ) ;
76 h o l d on
77 p l o t ( t ime , S i n d u c t i v e , ’ b ’ ) ;
78 g r i d on ;
79 t i t l e ( ’ C o l o r d e t e c t i o n ’ )
80 x l a b e l ( ’ Time [ s ] ’ )
81 y t i c k s ( [ 0 1 ] )
82 y t i c k l a b e l s ({ ’ Low ’ , ’ High ’ })
83

84 s u b p l o t ( 3 , 1 , 2 )
85 %p l o t ( time , S g a t e 1 c l o s e d , ’ r ’ ) ;
86 %h o l d on
87 p l o t ( t ime , Astopper , ’ b ’ ) ;
88 g r i d on ;
89 t i t l e ( ’ a\ s t o p p e r r e t r a c t ’ )
90 x l a b e l ( ’ Time [ s ] ’ )
91 y t i c k s ( [ 0 1 ] )
92 y t i c k l a b e l s ({ ’ Low ’ , ’ High ’ })
93

94 s u b p l o t ( 3 , 1 , 3 )
95 %p l o t ( time , Sproduct , ’m’ ) ;
96 %h o l d on
97 p l o t ( t ime , S s l i d e f u l l , ’ b ’ ) ;
98 g r i d on ;
99 t i t l e ( ’ s \ s l i d e f u l l ’ )

100 x l a b e l ( ’ Time [ s ] ’ )
101 y t i c k s ( [ 0 1 ] )
102 y t i c k l a b e l s ({ ’ Low ’ , ’ High ’ })
103

104

105 f i g u r e ( 3 0 )
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106 p l o t ( t ime , S o p t i c a l , ’ r ’ ) ;
107 h o l d on
108 p l o t ( t ime , S i n d u c t i v e , ’ b ’ ) ;
109 g r i d on ;
110 t i t l e ( ’ C o l o r d e t e c t i o n ’ )
111 y l i m ( [ −0 . 2 5 , 1 . 2 5 ] )
112 y t i c k s ( [ 0 1 ] )
113 y t i c k l a b e l s ({ ’ Low ’ , ’ High ’ })
114 x l a b e l ( ’ Time ( s ) ’ )
115

116

117 f i g u r e ( 3 5 )
118 s u b p l o t ( 2 , 1 , 1 )
119 %p l o t ( time , S g a t e 1 c l o s e d , ’ r ’ ) ;
120 %h o l d on
121 p l o t ( t ime , Astopper , ’ b ’ ) ;
122 g r i d on ;
123 t i t l e ( ’ a\ s t o p p e r r e t r a c t ’ )
124 x l a b e l ( ’ Time [ s ] ’ )
125 y t i c k s ( [ 0 1 ] )
126 y t i c k l a b e l s ({ ’ Low ’ , ’ High ’ })
127

128 s u b p l o t ( 2 , 1 , 2 )
129 %p l o t ( time , Sproduct , ’m’ ) ;
130 %h o l d on
131 p l o t ( t ime , S s l i d e f u l l , ’ b ’ ) ;
132 g r i d on ;
133 t i t l e ( ’ s \ s l i d e f u l l ’ )
134 x l a b e l ( ’ Time [ s ] ’ )
135 y t i c k s ( [ 0 1 ] )
136 y t i c k l a b e l s ({ ’ Low ’ , ’ High ’ })
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